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1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This document provides generic models that can be used for the risk assessment of three types 
of products which may be used by consumers (usually individuals who are not professional 
pest control operators) to protect themselves from insects.

More specifically, the products, situations and users covered by these risk assessment 
models can be summarized as follows:

 ¤ products to control disease vectors or nuisance insects;

 ¤ products used by individuals who are not professional pesticide users or pest control 
operators, and which are generally made available for purchase by any user without 
restrictions (typically “over-the-counter” sale);

 ¤ products commonly used in domestic or residential situations, but also during outdoor 
leisure activities or to protect workers who work outdoors;

 ¤ products used in workplaces or by workers during their work, but only where the 
focus of the work is not pesticide application or pest control.

Use of the terms “pesticide” and “insecticide” in this document should be broadly 
interpreted to refer to all forms of insect control, including repellents and treated clothing. 
Reference to “insecticidal action” refers to both killing and excito-repellency of insects.

The product types included are as follows:

 ¤ insecticide-treated clothing, including clothing which has been treated in the factory 
and self-treated clothing, covering use of both insecticides and repellents and of use 
by persons seeking protection from insects while outdoors (including outdoor work);

 ¤ skin-applied insect repellents, used by individuals to keep insects away from the 
skin (by consumers and their families, and also possibly by outdoor workers such as 
forestry workers); and

 ¤ household insecticides, used by consumers to keep insects away from their homes 
and nearby premises.

The structure of this document follows that of A generic risk assessment model for 
insecticide treated nets (WHO, 2018a). Because risk assessment is a constantly evolving 
process, guidance is also subject to change. Readers are therefore advised to consider any 
newer guidance published by WHO and other authoritative sources.
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Need for a generic risk assessment model

For these different types of product, different active ingredients in many types of formulations 
(or incorporated into materials) in varying concentrations may be used. Hence, generic risk 
assessment models are needed which can be applied to many different products.

The scenarios covered by the models and their scope are described below.

2.1.1 Insecticide-treated clothing 

This generic risk assessment model covers human exposure to insecticide-treated clothing (ITC). 
The model is based on clothing which has been treated in the factory. Self-treated clothing is 
addressed in a separate annex. The generic model does not include the risks associated with 
the manufacturing of clothes or other textiles in a factory environment.

Treated clothing for vector control has been developed using both insecticides and 
repellents. Permethrin is the most commonly used active ingredient, but others, including 
bifenthrin, deltamethrin, cyfluthrin, DEET (N,N-diethyl-3-methylbenz-amide) and picaridin, have 
also been trialled (Banks et al., 2014). The U.S. military has used permethrin-treated uniforms 
since the early 1990s and civilian clothing based on the technology has been available since 
2003 (https://www.epa.gov/insect-repellents/repellent-treated-clothing). The range of 
clothing available has expanded over time, from outdoor leisure to work clothing (outdoor 
workers), casual clothing and other apparel, and includes maternity wear. Common outdoor 
work situations where treated clothing is used include forest workers and night-time outdoor 
workers in tropical areas such as rubber tappers working on plantations (Crawshaw et al., 
2017).

Various techniques may be used to treat clothing with insecticides. Different materials (e.g. 
the fabric type and the binders used) and different methods (e.g. curing methods, polymer 
coating, microencapsulation) used could all affect the exposures which result from the use 
of ITC. The treatment method could also affect how long the clothing retains its efficacy 
(i.e. the rate of loss of insecticide, which also affects the exposure), and how the clothing is 
affected by washing. The characteristics of the clothing including the materials used and the 
techniques used to apply the insecticide, must therefore be known in order to estimate exposure 
accurately. Product-specific data will be required for some parameters, and extrapolation of 
data between different types of treated clothing cannot necessarily be assumed.

The dermal route of exposure is the most relevant route for estimating exposure from 
wearing clothing and exposure during washing, but exposure via the inhalation and oral 
routes is also considered.
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2.1.2 Skin-applied repellents 

This generic risk assessment model covers products used by individuals to keep insects away 
from the skin. The model applies only to products applied directly to the skin. Repellents are 
ready-to-use products supplied as liquids, such as milks, gels or lotions in plastic bottles, as 
impregnated cloths (wipes, both paper and cloth), as sticks or roll-ons, or as sprays with or 
without propellants (ECHA, 2018). This model covers only products which are sprays or are 
applied as liquids. Other exposure models may be needed for other application methods if 
the models described here cannot be adapted.

Repellents are commonly applied to parts of the body not covered by clothing. They 
may also be applied to clothes to keep away crawling insects or to prevent mosquitoes from 
biting through clothes – and will thus be similar to ITC. The dermal route is the most relevant 
when insect repellents are considered. Oral exposure may take place during hand-to-mouth 
contact if hands are not properly washed after applying the product, and especially when 
older children use the products or when products are applied to younger children, toddlers 
or infants. Many repellents have an aversive taste or contain added constituents to prevent 
oral exposure that increase the bad taste; however, this is not always effective and cannot 
always be relied on. Therefore, ingestion may be a route of exposure. Inhalation exposure to 
aerosols may be relevant when spray products are used. If large droplet sizes are produced, 
then inhalation exposure may be low (this can be assessed using the model). The purpose of 
a repellent is to make skin or clothing wet, and not to form a space spray in the ambient air. 
Efficacy testing is beyond the scope of this document; WHO Guidelines for efficacy testing 
of mosquito repellents for human skin (WHO, 2009d) give specific guidance for estimating 
the effective dose of a repellent and the complete protection time provided by a repellent 
after application on the skin.

Repellents are not always insecticides, meaning that they kill insects, but, as the term 
implies, they just repel the insects. In this report, the hazard assessment text often uses the 
term insecticide, but this should be taken to include repellent chemicals as well.

2.1.3 Household insecticides 

The selection of active ingredients and product types used for household insecticide purposes is 
large. These ready-to-use products have several uses, formulations and modes of action. A large 
variety of active insecticidal ingredients is available on the market. Commercial products, such 
as spray aerosols, often contain several active ingredients, and risk assessments should include 
all of these ingredients and any possible interactions and synergies must be acknowledged.

In this document, generic models have been created to calculate health risks of non-
professional use of household insecticides within homes and domestic buildings and in their 
immediate vicinity. In addition to the exposure of the user of the products, other residents 
also, such as family members including children of different ages, are covered. It is assumed 
that no risk mitigation measures will be taken by users (who are not professional users). 
The only scope for risk mitigation with these products is through the selection of the type 
of formulation and through the design of the packaging, container, applicator or dispenser.
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Models have been developed for (i) spray products (space spray and surface treatment), (ii) 
mosquito coils (which may be modified to assess vaporizers) and (iii) solid products (dusting 
powders). These models concentrate on assessing risks of products or methods used specially 
to protect from insects associated with diseases which present a public health risk. Many of 
the models may, however, be useful also for assessing risks for products to control nuisance 
insects.

Efficacy testing of the active ingredients or products is beyond the scope of this document; 
the WHO Guidelines for efficacy testing of household insecticide products (WHO, 2009a) give 
specific guidance for estimating the effective doses and other technical details.

2.1.4 General considerations for assessment of products

The risk assessment for these products must reflect the highest dose of active ingredient that 
could be used in practice, based on realistic behaviour.

The toxicity of active ingredients may be affected by impurities, and the specification of 
active ingredients and products is therefore an important part of the assessment process.

Information about the assessment by WHO of efficacy, safety and quality of vector control 
products is available from the WHO Prequalification Team for Vector Control Products (https://
www.who.int/pq-vector-control/en/).

2.2 Probabilistic vs deterministic risk assessment models

Historically, exposure models have relied on point estimates. This deterministic approach has 
the advantage of simplicity and consistency. Risk characterization is relatively straightforward: 
the point estimate of the exposure is compared with a health-based guidance value, which 
is also a point estimate (WHO, 2009c). For the screening – or first-tier risk assessment – of 
household insecticides, the deterministic assessment is completely appropriate. However, it has 
an important drawback in that it incorporates no information about the variability of exposure.

The probabilistic technique offers a complementary modelling approach that incorporates 
variability of exposure between individuals and at different points in time and allows an 
assessment of the uncertainty of the assessment outcome (uncertainty of data, such as limited 
availability of empirical information, as well as limitations in the measurements, models or 
techniques used to develop representations of complex physical, chemical and biological 
processes) (WHO, 2008). Probabilistic modelling uses distributions of values rather than single 
values. The advantage of the technique is that it provides the probability of occurrence and/or 
amount of exposure, which offers a realistic and informative way of characterizing risk. Just 
as for deterministic models, however, the validity of the exposure estimate depends on the 
quality and extent of the input data and the reliability of the estimation algorithm. 

Probabilistic methods have been used widely in North America in estimations of dietary 
exposure (for example, in estimates produced by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency). Over the past few years, regulatory bodies and industry have also moved towards 
the use of probabilistic techniques in refining exposure estimates in occupational exposures 
(for example, in estimates produced by the United Kingdom’s Chemicals Regulation Division). 
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The European Commission and the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development) Working Group on Pesticides have prepared reports on the use of probabilistic 
methods for assessing operator exposure to plant protection products. In addition, use of 
probabilistic methods has been proposed for effects assessment (both for hazard identification 
and for assessment factors). 

Problems in using probabilistic techniques lie principally in the following areas:

 ¤ the difficulty of using the models;

 ¤ algorithm development;

 ¤ collection of good-quality input distributions;

 ¤ criteria for decision-making (what is an acceptable risk and what is not); and 

 ¤ communicating the results to stakeholders. 

Models that are easier to understand and more “user-friendly” are under development 
and should be available in the near future. Nevertheless, despite this apparent simplicity, it 
is critical that risk assessors and regulators remain fully aware of the pitfalls of modelling. 
They must have comprehensive knowledge of the principles of exposure assessment and the 
techniques used to describe the exposure and risk – and thus be able to ask the right questions. 
Probabilistic modelling has proved to be a very useful technique in more complex situations or 
when deterministic assessments have identified exposures of concern (second- and higher-tier 
assessments) (Nordic Council of Ministers, 2007). 

WHO encourages anyone using the models published here to consider the probabilistic 
approach as an alternative, especially when higher-tier assessments are needed. Sophisticated 
probabilistic models are also being developed for hazard characterization and may provide 
alternative ways of setting acceptable exposure levels in the future (WHO, 2009b).

2.3 Essential elements of a health risk assessment model

Comprehensive presentations on the principles of risk assessment can be found elsewhere in 
the scientific literature (see, for example, WHO, 1999; WHO, 2009c); only a short summary 
is given here. 

Hazard is defined as the inherent capacity of a chemical substance to cause adverse 
effects in humans and animals and to the environment. Risk is defined as the probability that a 
particular adverse effect will be observed under certain specified conditions of exposure or use. 
Risk characterization is the process of combining hazard and exposure information to describe 
the likelihood of occurrence and the severity of adverse effects associated with a particular 
exposure in a given population. The entire process of hazard assessment, exposure estimation 
and risk characterization is known as risk assessment. Consideration of any uncertainties in 
the hazard assessment, exposure assessment and risk characterization is an essential part of 
a valid, good-quality risk assessment. 

The subsequent process of risk management considers the risk assessment in parallel 
with any potential benefits, socioeconomic and political factors, and the possibilities for risk 

* Office order, Secretary, MoH. 19 September 2017
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reduction, and other issues that are relevant in making operational decisions on the acceptability 
of a particular level of risk.

Risk assessments involve three steps:

1. Hazard assessment. Hazard assessment comprises hazard identification and hazard 
characterization, i.e. identification of the possible toxic effects of a substance, the 
dose/exposure levels at which those effects occur, and the dose/exposure levels below 
which no adverse effects are observed.

2. Exposure assessment. Exposure should be assessed for users of products and for others 
who may come into contact with the product. All relevant routes of exposure should 
be covered. In the generic risk assessment models for products used in professional 
vector control programmes, e.g. the Generic risk assessment model for indoor residual 
spraying of insecticides (WHO, 2018b), exposure is assessed in two scenarios. These 
two scenarios (“guideline scenario” and “lax standard scenario”) reflect different 
levels of compliance with label instructions and WHO guidance. However, for these 
generic risk assessment models for household insecticides, skin-applied repellents 
and ITC, a different approach will be taken. It has to be assumed that the users of 
these products will not receive any training or other guidance. It is therefore more 
appropriate to conduct the risk assessment on the basis of a “realistic worst-case 
scenario”. Clear misuse will be excluded, but use of exposure mitigation methods 
such as wearing gloves, even if recommended as good practice, will not be assumed. 
If one aspect of exposure significantly influences the overall exposure level ahead of 
other aspects, then this could be highlighted as a potential area for mitigation in a 
future revised assessment, but separate risk assessments with and without mitigation 
measures should not be conducted. In determining the realistic worst-case scenario, 
the highest dose of a product and/or exposure time which could be used in practice 
(assuming realistic behaviour) will be used.

3. Risk characterization. In the risk characterization step, estimates of exposure are 
compared with acceptable exposure levels previously defined in hazard assessment 
for all relevant exposure situations. 

The various chapters of this report deal with specific information demands, data sources, 
uncertainties, discussion on vulnerable or sensitive subgroups, selection of default values and 
the underlying assumptions, etc.

Efficacy testing of the active ingredients or products is beyond the scope of this document. 
Other WHO publications provide guidelines for efficacy testing of household insecticide 
products (WHO, 2009a) or skin-applied repellents (WHO, 2009d), giving specific guidance 
for estimating the effective doses and other technical details. Details of the assessment of 
products by WHO can be found at https://www.who.int/pq-vector-control/en/.
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3 THE HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT 
MODEL

3.1 Hazard assessment 

The purpose of human health hazard assessment is to identify: 

 ¤ whether an agent may pose a hazard to human health; and

 ¤ circumstances in which the hazard may be expressed (WHO, 1999).

It involves the assessment of all available data on toxicity and on mode of action, and the 
establishment of dose–response curves and the threshold dose below which the toxic effects 
are no longer observed. The principles of human health hazard assessment are discussed in 
greater detail elsewhere (e.g. WHO, 1999; WHO, 2009c); they are generally applicable to all 
chemical classes and patterns of use, although there may be some differences, e.g. in data 
requirements.

3.1.1 Sources of data

Hazard identification is based on gathering and analysing relevant data on the possible effects 
of the insecticide on humans. These data may include both toxicological data (in vivo and in 
vitro) and human data. It is recommended that, when available, risk assessments that have 
already been generated for the insecticides, e.g. in the regulatory context of crop protection, 
be used as a starting point. These risk assessments usually contain all the relevant health 
hazard data available for the insecticide in question and are therefore important sources of 
data. Preference should be for international assessments, followed by peer-reviewed regional 
or national assessments; evaluations published in reputable, peer-reviewed journals are also 
possible sources.

Examples of this type of authoritative evaluation are given in Table 1. Many can be accessed 
on the Internet, for example via OECD’s eChemPortal (https://www.echemportal.org).

When existing evaluations are used as a starting point, the original study reports should 
also be consulted if they are identified as critical to the risk assessment. Literature searches 
should be conducted for any new published data, and any relevant unpublished studies should 
be evaluated and considered.

3.1.2 Types of health hazard data

Human data

In the case of insecticides that have been in use for many years, human data on their hazardous 
properties may be available. These data include:
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 ¤ case reports of accidental and deliberate exposures and poisonings;

 ¤ epidemiological studies, including occupational studies on those manufacturing or 
using the insecticide formulations in question, or general population studies; and

 ¤ ethically approved volunteer studies examining mild, temporary effects of acute 
exposure or toxicokinetics of the substance in a limited number of subjects.

Table 1: Examples of authoritative evaluations that may be used as starting points  
for the risk assessment of household insecticides

Joint Meeting on Pesticide Residues 
(JMPR) – Monographs and 
Evaluations

http://www.inchem.org/pages/jmpr.html 

International Programme on 
Chemical Safety (IPCS):

– Concise International Chemical 
Assessment Documents

– Environmental Health Criteria 
Monographs

 

http://www.who.int/ipcs/publications/cicad/
en/ 

http://www.who.int/ipcs/publications/ehc/
en/ 

International Agency for Research on 
Cancer (IARC) – Monographs on the 
Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to 
Humans

http://monographs.iarc.fr/ENG/Monographs/
PDFs/index.php 

United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) – 
Pesticide evaluations

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/
f?p=chemicalsearch:1

European Food Safety Authority 
(EFSA) – Pesticide Risk Assessments

http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/pesticides/
pesticidesscdocs.htm 

European Chemicals Agency – 
Information on Chemicals search 
page

https://echa.europa.eu/information-on-
chemicals 

United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) – 
registered products

https://www.epa.gov/safepestcontrol/
search-registered-pesticide-products

United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) – 
registered repellents

https://www.epa.gov/insect-repellents/find-
repellent-right-you

European Chemicals Agency – 
biocidal active substances

https://echa.europa.eu/information-on-
chemicals/biocidal-active-substances

Australian Pesticides and Veterinary 
Medicines Authority

https://apvma.gov.au/chemicals-and-
products/chemical-review/listing

Health Canada – Pesticides and 
Pest Management Reports and 
Publications

http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/pubs/pest/_
decisions/index-eng.php
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Evaluation of the relevance of these studies to risk assessment and their advantages and 
limitations are discussed in greater detail elsewhere (e.g. WHO, 1999). In general, however, 
existing reliable human data on aspects of toxicity should take precedence over animal data in 
the risk assessment. Case reports from human poisonings may also help to identify symptoms 
of human toxicity and to prioritize chemicals for re-assessment in regulatory schemes. The so-
called non-active ingredients also present in insecticide formulations should be recognized and 
considered whenever possible. Exposure assessment, however, always considers formulations.

Experimental toxicity data

For many pesticides, the human database is very limited. In these cases, hazard assessment is 
dependent on information from experimental animals and on in vitro studies. For insecticides 
recently registered or reregistered for use by regulatory authorities, it is expected that 
comprehensive toxicology studies will have been conducted according to modern standards 
and good laboratory practice (GLP), using internationally accepted protocols for toxicological 
testing such as those published by OECD (2011) or USEPA (2010). For older insecticides, 
animal toxicity data may be limited and may not encompass modern requirements (unless they 
have been recently evaluated in regulatory programmes intended to review old insecticides). 

Like all substances, public health insecticides have the potential to cause a wide range of 
toxic effects. To identify the critical effects of the insecticide in question, a range of toxicity 
studies is usually needed. Although test requirements may vary to some extent with the country 
or region or with the precise use of the insecticide, the range of tests normally needed for 
health risk assessment, for example in regulatory approvals of pesticides and biocides in OECD 
countries, is very similar (see Table 2).

It should be noted that toxicity test data are usually available only for technical 
materials of the active ingredients or solvents used in insecticide formulations 
rather than for the formulations themselves. Sometimes, however, some acute 
toxicity tests may also be performed with an insecticide formulation.

3.1.3 Range of toxicity tests normally required for insecticide approval

In addition to the general requirements outlined in the previous section, information on dermal 
absorption is necessary in assessing the health risks of insecticides and repellents. Inhalation 
toxicity studies are valuable in the assessment of risks of aerosol spray insecticide preparations 
which may cause potentially acute and repeated inhalation exposure (data on inhalation of 
volatile chemicals may also be valuable).

Absorption of the insecticide by inhalation, ingestion and through the skin should be 
estimated in the hazard assessment. If no chemical-specific data exist, default values of 100% 
for inhalation and ingestion are used, representing the worst case. For dermal absorption 
of insecticides with molecular mass > 500 and octanol/water partition coefficient (log P

OW
) 

< –1 or > 4, 10% is used as the default. Since dermal absorption of several pyrethrins and 
pyrethroids has been shown to be in the order of 1%, it is reasonable to apply a default 
dermal absorption value of 10% for pyrethrins and pyrethroids rather than 100% for when 
chemical-specific data are not available. However, it must be emphasized that if the assessor 
is aware that specific data exist for a pyrethroid, those data should be used in preference to 
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the default value. A similar bridging approach could also be developed for other chemical 
groups. For chemicals other than pyrethroids when no data are available, the concept of an 
inverse relationship between concentration and dermal absorption is applied: for formulations 
with the active ingredient (a.i.) content > 5%, a default dermal absorption value of 25% is 
used, while for mixtures with a concentration ≤ 5%, the default used is 75% (EFSA, 2012). 
In the absence of good data on dermal absorption of dry chemical residues deposited on the 
skin or chemicals incorporated into materials, the higher estimate (concentrated or dilute) 
of the active ingredient is used (EFSA 2011, 2014). However, since the dermal route is the 
most important route of exposure for most of these products, the use of chemical-specific 
or product-specific data for dermal absorption is strongly recommended for an accurate risk 
assessment.

Table 2: Range of toxicity tests normally required for insecticide approval 

Note: Studies marked with an asterisk (*) may provide useful dose–response data.

 ¤ Toxicokinetic studies, usually in the rat, using single and repeat oral dosing, to 
give information on absorption, metabolism, distribution and excretion of the parent 
compound and its metabolites.

 ¤ Acute toxicity studies, to define the approximate lethal doses by oral, percutaneous, 
and sometimes inhalation routes, and the effects on body weight, clinical signs and 
gross pathology produced at lower dose levels following single-dose administration.

 ¤ Skin irritation studies

 ¤ Eye irritation studies

 ¤ Dermal sensitization studies

 ¤ Repeat-dose oral toxicity studies*, normally for a minimum of 90 days in both rat 
and dog, to identify effects on organs, tissues, blood cells, and blood and urine chemical 
analytes.

 ¤ Repeat-dose dermal and inhalation studies*, of 28 or 90 days’ duration, may 
sometimes be required.

 ¤ Genetic toxicity studies, in vitro for gene mutation and chromosomal damage, also 
an in vivo assay (e.g. mouse micronucleus assay) as a routine data requirement. If any 
tests indicative positive results, follow-up in vivo genetic toxicity studies should also be 
carried out (WHO, 2009c).

 ¤ Chronic oral toxicity and carcinogenicity studies*, in the rat and mouse, to assess 
long-term toxicity and tumour incidence.

 ¤ Reproductive toxicity studies*, including a multigenerational study in the rat and 
developmental toxicity studies in the rat and rabbit, to assess effects on male and female 
reproductive capacity and effects on embryonic/fetal development.

 ¤ Delayed neurotoxicity studies are required for insecticides with structures related to 
those known to cause delayed neurotoxicity, such as organophosphates.
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 ¤ Chronic oral toxicity and carcinogenicity studies*, in the rat and mouse, to assess 
long-term toxicity and tumour incidence.

 ¤ Reproductive toxicity studies*, including a multigenerational study in the rat and 
developmental toxicity studies in the rat and rabbit, to assess effects on male and female 
reproductive capacity and effects on embryonic/fetal development.

 ¤ Delayed neurotoxicity studies are required for insecticides with structures related to 
those known to cause delayed neurotoxicity, such as organophosphates.

 ¤ Studies on developmental neurotoxicity, immunotoxicology and other specialized studies 
may have been performed. There may be occasions where in vitro tests may replace 
the need for the whole animal tests described above.

For chemicals applied to clothing or used as skin-applied repellents, data on skin irritation 
and skin sensitization potential are of particular importance.

For further information on test guidelines and general data requirements for pesticides and 
biocides, the following example references may be consulted:

http://www.fao.org/pesticide-registration-toolkit/en/

http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/agphome/documents/Pests_Pesticides/
Code/DataReq2013.pdf

http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/pesticides-biocides/
oecdguidancedocumentsforpesticideregistration.htm

https://apvma.gov.au/registrations-and-permits/data-guidelines

https://www.epa.gov/test-guidelines-pesticides-and-toxic-substances/final-test-
guidelines-pesticides-and-toxic

Dossier requirements have also been published by the WHO Prequalification Team for 
Vector Control Products (www.who.int/pq-vector-control/resources/dossier_req/en/).

It should be noted that in many situations a data requirement can be waived if a reasoned 
scientific argument can be made to justify the waiver request. Waiver requests should be 
reviewed from the point of view of the scientific validity of the argument (FAO/WHO, 2013).

3.1.4 Evaluation of the toxicity information

An experienced toxicologist should evaluate the range and quality of human and animal 
toxicity information available. Although all the toxicity tests described in the previous section 
are useful for assessment of the hazard potential of a chemical used as an insecticide, it 
must be recognized that not all such tests may have been performed, that not all the studies 
performed were of good quality, and that data are therefore valid for use in risk assessment 
only with restrictions. However, although good-quality studies may be missing for some 
toxic end-points, potential health hazards can often be characterized by weight-of-evidence 
analysis. It is especially important to recognize possible critical data gaps that may make the 
assessment uncertain. If the database is poor, information on chemically-related compounds 
may be useful in the assessment. 
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The following points are of particular importance in evaluating the relevance of toxicological 
studies to hazard identification and risk assessment:

Experimental design and quality of the critical study or studies. This includes, for example, 
purity of the active ingredient tested, physicochemical properties (stability, etc.), size of the 
study (number of exposure groups, group sizes, sex, etc.), suitability of the exposure levels 
used, duration of exposure, extent of toxicological and statistical evaluation, relevancy of the 
route of exposure to humans, and whether the study adhered to established guidelines and 
GLP (WHO, 1999). 

Nature of the effects seen; their severity and sites, and whether they would be reversible 
on cessation of exposure. 

Is it possible to identify a dose–response relationship, no-observed-adverse-effect-level 
(NOAEL) and lowest-observed-adverse-effect-level (LOAEL)?

3.1.5 Insecticides not recommended for use in household products, 
skin-applied repellents or insecticide-treated clothing

Chemicals meeting certain criteria are considered to be highly hazardous pesticides. The 
WHO/FAO Joint Meeting on Pesticide Management (JMPM) has published criteria1 to define 
highly hazardous pesticides (JMPM, 2008), and has issued a general recommendation that 
pesticides meeting the criteria for highly hazardous pesticides should not be registered for 
use unless certain conditions are met. Those conditions, which relate to need, risk–benefit 
analysis, alternatives and control measures, are relevant to pesticides used in agriculture and 
professional vector control programmes but require further consideration with respect to 
products available to consumers.

The recommendation of the JMPM is that highly hazardous pesticides should not be 
registered for use unless:

 ¤ a clear need is demonstrated;

 ¤ there are no relevant alternatives based on risk–benefit analysis; and

 ¤ control measures, as well as good marketing practices, are sufficient to ensure that the 
product can be handled with acceptable risk to human health and the environment.

The revised International Code of Conduct on pesticide management (FAO/WHO, 2014) 
states that prohibition of the importation, distribution, sale and purchase of highly hazardous 
pesticides may be considered if, based on risk assessment, risk mitigation measures or good 
marketing practices are insufficient to ensure that the product can be handled without 
unacceptable risk to humans and the environment.

1  The criteria used by JMPM to define highly hazardous pesticides include formulations that meet the criteria 
of the highest two classes for acute toxicity (classes 1a or 1b) in the WHO recommended classification of 
pesticides by hWazard (WHO, 2010). Also, chemicals meeting the criteria for carcinogenicity, mutagenicity or 
reproductive toxicity categories 1A and 1B of the Globally harmonized system of classification and labelling 
of chemicals (GHS) (UN, 2017). Active ingredients listed in certain international conventions on chemicals 
and active ingredients and formulations that appear to cause severe or irriversible harm to health or the 
environment under conditions of use in a country can also be considered to be highly hazardous pesticides.
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It is generally considered that compounds that are both genotoxic and carcinogenic are 
particularly likely to exert effects at very low doses: even if studies indicate apparent NOAELs, 
these should not be used as the basis for risk characterization. The absence of risk mitigation 
measures with these products means that this prohibition is particularly important for these 
types of product.

For the products being considered in this document, there is no scope for risk mitigation 
measures once the product is placed on the market. Given the significance of the dermal 
route of exposure with these products, it is recommended that chemicals which are known 
to be skin sensitizers should not be permitted to be used in these products.

Specifically, for the types of product considered in this document, the JMPM has 
recommended the following (JMPM, 2018):

 ¤ Products whose handling and application require the use of personal protective 
equipment or application equipment that is uncomfortable, expensive or not readily 
available should not be registered for household use. Preference should be given to 
low-risk products that are easy to use and that require only minimal and inexpensive 
personal protective and application equipment.

 ¤ Products whose use directions cannot be easily followed by the general public should 
not be registered for use in or around the household.

 ¤ Certain types of chemicals should not be permitted for household use, notably 
those that are genotoxic, damaging to the lungs, or which have the potential to bio-
accumulate in the body. Nano-pesticides should not be registered for household use 
at present due to the lack of scientific safety data.

 ¤ Pesticides identified as being highly hazardous (HHPs)2 should not be registered 
for household use by non-professional pesticide users. Highly toxic rodenticides for 
household use should be registered for use only by professional pest control operators. 

 ¤ Due consideration should be given to local needs, social and economic conditions, 
literacy status, climatic conditions, and the risks and benefits of products. If risk 
mitigation measures or good marketing practices are insufficient to ensure that a 
household product can be handled safely, the product should not be permitted.

3.1.6 Mixtures

If two or more insecticides are used concurrently, possible interactions between those 
insecticides should be considered. Insecticides with similar action may produce additive 
toxic effects (dose/concentration addition); organophosphates, for example, reduce 
acetylcholinesterase activity. For toxicants with dissimilar (independent) action, the combined 
effect can be estimated directly from the probability of responses to the individual components 

2  As defined in the International Code of Conduct on Pesticide Management, highly hazardous pesticides are 
pesticides that are acknowledged to present particularly high levels of acute or chronic hazard to health or 
the environment according to internationally accepted classification systems such as WHO or GHS, or their 
listing in relevant binding international agreements or conventions. In addition, pesticides that appear to 
cause severe or irreversible harm to health or the environment under conditions of use in a country may be 
considered to be, and treated as, highly hazardous.
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(response addition) or the sum of biological effects (effects addition). Other forms of interaction 
include synergistic (supra-additive) or antagonistic effects, which may be caused by different 
classes of insecticides, for example because of metabolic interactions. Synergism is usually 
only noted at high exposure levels, and may be considered unlikely at levels acceptable for 
the individual components (SCHER, 2011). 

As well as interactions between active ingredients, interactions may also occur between 
the active ingredient and the solvent(s) used in the formulated product, or between the active 
ingredient and a synergist added to the product, e.g. PBO (piperonyl butoxide) is often added 
to products based on pyrethroid insecticides to enhance the efficacy of the product.

Potential interactions between components in a formulation are best addressed by carrying 
out studies using formulated product as sold, i.e. formulation-specific data. As an alternative, 
it may be possible to perform calculations using data from individual components. In the 
absence of formulation-specific data, the conservative recommendation of IPCS to consider 
effects of mixtures as dose/concentration additive (Meek et al., 2011) is adopted as the 
default, except in cases in which a different mode of action has been demonstrated for the 
two components of the mixture.

Impurities, e.g. in organophosphate products, may interact with the product and affect its 
final toxicity. Specification of technical material is thus of the utmost importance (see https://
www.who.int/pq-vector-control/resources/en/).

3.1.7 Dose–response assessment and setting of  
acceptable exposure levels 

Dose–response assessment is an essential part of hazard assessment for deriving health-based 
guidance values and for the assessment of risks. Different methods are available (WHO, 2009b). 
The standard NOAEL approach can be regarded as a simplified form of dose–response analysis, 
identifying a single dose assumed to be without appreciable adverse effects (WHO, 2009b). 
An important alternative approach is the benchmark dose method, based on the calculation 
of benchmark dose at which a particular level of response would occur (WHO, 2009b). Use 
of these approaches in the setting of acceptable exposure levels requires knowledge of the 
assumed shape of the dose–response curve. For endocrine-mediated toxicity, however, the 
shape of the dose-response curve may not be well defined, which poses problems for the risk 
assessment of substances with such activity.

NOAEL approach

For most end-points it is generally recognized that there is a dose or concentration below 
which adverse effects do not occur; for these, a NOAEL and/or LOAEL can be identified. 
For genotoxicity and carcinogenicity mediated by genotoxic mechanisms, dose–response 
is considered linear, meaning that risk cannot be excluded at any exposure level. For non-
genotoxic carcinogenicity mechanisms, the critical cancer events may be threshold phenomena.

The NOAEL and LOAEL values are study-specific dose levels at which no adverse effects 
or minimal adverse effects, respectively, have been observed in toxicity studies (or, in some 
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cases, in humans). The study design and the sensitivity of the test system can have a significant 
influence on NOAELs and LOAELs, which therefore represent only surrogates for the real no-
effect and lowest-effect levels. Dose–response data and NOAELs/LOAELs can be obtained 
from repeated-dose toxicity studies, chronic toxicity/carcinogenicity studies, reproductive 
toxicity studies and some specialized toxicity studies. Human epidemiological studies, e.g. of 
occupationally exposed workers, may also provide useful dose–response data. 

Different NOAELs/LOAELs are usually identified for different toxicities/end-points; they can 
be tabulated for each type of toxicity to help in the identification of the critical end-point and 
the critical study. The lowest relevant NOAEL/LOAEL value should normally be used for risk 
characterization and the setting of acceptable exposure levels. It should be noted, however, 
that the critical effects may not always be the same for each exposure scenario. 

The following additional points should be noted when identifying NOAELs/LOAELs for 
insecticides (WHO, 2009b):

 ¤ If irreversible toxicity is noted in any organs at higher dose levels than that at which 
the critical effect occurs, these levels should also be noted in case they may be relevant 
to the setting of tolerable exposure limits or to prediction of possible additional risks 
that may be present if certain exposures are exceeded. 

 ¤ There may be studies in which the lowest dose tested is a clear effect level and in which 
it is not possible to identify either an NOAEL or an LOAEL. In these cases, this lowest 
dose should be tabulated, noting that LOAEL and NOAEL may be significantly lower. 
Alternatively, the method for derivation of benchmark dose can be used (see below). 

 ¤ If the highest dose tested is without any effect, this dose may be tabulated as the 
NOAEL, noting that the true NOAEL may be significantly higher.

Benchmark dose model

A benchmark dose (BMD) model may be used as an alternative to the NOAEL-based approach 
in setting acceptable exposure levels where appropriate dose–response data are available 
(WHO, 2009b). Whereas an NOAEL represents a dose level assumed to be without appreciable 
effect, a BMD is based on data from the entire dose–response curve of the critical effect 
(WHO, 2009b). For end-points with an assumed threshold level, a BMD model can be used 
as a point of departure for setting acceptable exposure levels in the same way as an NOAEL 
is used by applying similar uncertainty factors. A BMD model may also be helpful in situations 
where there is a need for low-dose extrapolation, such as occurs in carcinogenicity mediated 
by a genotoxic mechanism, when it is assumed that the dose–response is linear. Usually, 
BMD10 – representing a level with 10% response – is used as a starting point for low-dose 
linear extrapolation in these situations (WHO, 2009b). 

Setting tolerable systemic doses: the use of uncertainty factors

In the setting of tolerable systemic dose levels (TSDs), critical NOAELs/LOAELs (or BMDs) 
(corrected for absorption) are divided by uncertainty factors (UFs) to account for variability 
and uncertainties. Thus, a TSD can be derived from long-term studies on oral toxicity: 
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TSD = Abs
oral

 × N(L)OAEL / UF

A TSD is expressed in mg absorbed chemical/kg body weight per day.

Uncertainty factors should take account of uncertainties in the database, including 
interspecies and interindividual differences. Unless there are chemical-specific data to support 
the use of chemical-specific UFs (WHO, 2005a), the use of default UFs to account for these 
uncertainties is a standard approach in the setting of TSDs. If the critical NOAEL/LOAEL is 
derived from an animal study, a default UF of 10 is usually recommended to account for 
interspecies differences (WHO, 1994; WHO, 1999). A default UF of 10 is also used to 
account for interindividual differences in the general population (WHO, 1994; WHO 1999). 
Contributors to the overall UF are normally multiplied because they are considered to be 
independent factors; the most commonly used default UF for the setting of TSDs in the general 
population is therefore 10 x 10 = 100 (WHO, 1994; WHO, 1999). However, this default 
approach can be modified if appropriate chemical-specific toxicokinetic or toxicodynamic 
data exist that justify smaller or larger UFs for interspecies or interindividual differences. 
Moreover, if chemical-specific toxicokinetic or toxicodynamic data suggest higher interspecies 
or interindividual differences, UFs should be modified accordingly (WHO, 2005a; Bhat et al., 
2017).

The default setting of a TSD is based on cumulative effect upon repeated/continuous 
exposure. Thus, the systemic dose is averaged over a year, and years are considered to be similar 
vis-à-vis exposure. Furthermore, the effect is considered to be linked to the total absorbed dose, 
which is reflected in the plasma area under curve (AUC) – from which the kinetic variability 
factors 100.6 = 4 for interspecies variability and 100.5 = 3.16 for human interindividual variability 
– are derived. However, this is not necessarily true for all insecticides. For example, some 
carbamates are rapidly excreted, and they exert their toxic effect through transient, reversible 
inhibition of cholinesterase enzyme. The rapid reactivation of carbamate-inhibited enzyme 
means that the toxic effect mainly depends on the peak plasma concentration (C

max
) and is 

not cumulative. Since the C
max

 varies less than the area under the plasma concentration curve 
(AUC), the kinetic component of interspecies extrapolation and the kinetic component of the 
interindividual human differences may both be lowered by 50% [2 and 1.58, respectively], and 
the overall variability factor thus be lowered from the traditional 100 (4 × 2.5 × 3.16 × 3.16) 
to 25 (2 × 2.5 × 1.58 × 3.16) (JMPR, 2008). When the effect is not cumulative over time, 
as is the case for some carbamates as substantiated by data on bendiocarb (JMPR, 1982; 
JMPR, 1984), the dose averaging over time is not appropriate; rather, the maximal daily dose 
is compared with the ADI.

In some cases, the use of additional UFs is justified (Dorne & Renwick, 2005; Dourson, 
Knauf & Swartout, 1992; Herrman & Younes, 1999; Vermeire et al., 1999; WHO, 1999; 
WHO, 2005a). Situations in which additional UFs should be considered include the following: 

 ¤ When LOAEL is used instead of NOAEL, an additional UF (e.g. 3 or 10) is usually 
incorporated. 

 ¤ When an NOAEL from a sub-chronic study (in the absence of a chronic study) is 
used to derive a TSD for long-term exposure, an additional UF (e.g. 3–10) is usually 
incorporated to take account of the attendant uncertainties. 
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If the critical NOAEL relates to serious, irreversible toxicity, such as developmental 
abnormalities or cancer induced by a non-genotoxic mechanism (WHO, 1999). 

When there are exposed subgroups that may be extra-sensitive to the effects of the 
compound (e.g. newborns, because of their incompletely developed metabolism, or elderly 
persons with potentially slow metabolism).

If the database is limited.

Smaller UFs may be considered in certain situations, including the following:

 ¤ If the NOAEL/LOAEL is derived from human data, the UF for interspecies differences 
need not be considered. 

 ¤ If chemical-specific data on the toxicokinetics or toxicodynamics of the insecticide in 
either animals or humans are available, the default UF of 100 may be modified to 
reflect these data (see WHO, 2005a and Bhat et al., 2017).

 ¤ The effect is not cumulative and is related to peak plasma concentration, not AUC 
(see above).

Types of acceptable exposure limits needed for the risk assessment of household 
insecticides

Different reference doses/TSDs may be needed according to the type of insecticide or repellent; 
a TSD based on repeated or long-term exposure is usually the most relevant. For insecticides with 
marked acute toxicity, however, it is also important to verify that the maximal daily exposure 
is acceptable; for this purpose, the tolerable systemic dose for acute exposure, TSD

AC
 (based 

on, for example, acute reference dose, ARfD) is used (Solecki et al., 2005).

The products considered in these risk assessment models may be used or worn or washed 
by pregnant women and nursing mothers; acceptable exposure limits also need to protect 
these groups of users.

Repeated exposure

The long-term TSD is usually based on systemic effects observed in long-term studies and is 
expressed as mg per body weight per day (mg kg

bw
-1d-1). For most insecticides, guidance values 

for long-term TSDs have already been set by international or national bodies; these include 
acceptable daily intakes (ADIs) set by the FAO/WHO Joint Meeting on Pesticide Residues 
(JMPR) or the European Union, and reference doses or concentrations (RfDs, RfCs) set by the 
USEPA. While preference in the risk assessment of these products should be the ADIs set by 
WHO, guidance values set by other authoritative bodies can be used, especially in the absence 
of WHO guidelines or when WHO guidelines no longer represent current knowledge. 

Long-term TSDs are generally set based on oral studies: chronic studies most commonly 
use the dietary route and many values, such as the ADIs set by JMPR, are intended primarily 
to control pesticide residue intake through the diet. For the products covered in this document 
all exposure routes must be considered in estimating the total systemic exposure. Specifically, 
it should be noted that the ADIs established by JMPR or by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert 
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Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) usually presume 100% gastrointestinal absorption; if 
actual data are available, the TSD (representing absorbed dose) should be derived from the 
ADI by considering the gastrointestinal absorption. However, it is important that TSDs also 
protect against possible local effects, for example on the respiratory tract. 

In route-to-route extrapolation, one further issue worthy of note is the possibility of first-pass 
effect in oral exposure situations (EU, 2006). Parent compounds absorbed into the circulation 
of the gut are rapidly transported to the liver and may be extensively metabolized before 
reaching the systemic circulation (and possible target organs). Thus, systemic concentrations 
of parent compounds may be higher following dermal or inhalation exposure than following 
oral exposure. 

Regional and national occupational exposure limits (OELs) may be available for the active 
ingredients used in these products. However, it should be noted that these values do not 
take into account absorption via the skin which, for exposure to these products, may be more 
significant than that via inhalation. In addition, OELs are usually set on the assumption that 
the chemical is used by adult, healthy workers exposed only for the duration of the working 
day or for shorter periods of time, and may thus reflect only the need to protect against 
local effects such as irritation. These products may also be used by pregnant women, which 
may not be accounted for when setting OELs. The UFs applied in setting guideline values for 
the insecticides and repellents used in the products considered here thus usually need to be 
significantly larger than those applied in setting OELs.

Acute exposure 

Guidance values for acute (24-hour) dietary exposure to agricultural plant protection 
products have been set by JMPR for insecticides with significant acute toxicity such as acutely 
neurotoxic insecticides, including those with anticholinesterase activity (organophosphates 
and carbamates); these values are called acute reference doses (ARfDs). 

The ARfD is defined as the amount of a chemical, expressed on a body-weight basis, 
that can be ingested over a short period of time, such as one day, without appreciable risk 
to health (JMPR, 1998; Solecki et al., 2005). It is derived similarly to the long-term ADI, using 
relevant human or animal studies of acute dosing. The critical NOAEL from such studies is used 
to derive the ARfD by application of a UF. If the data are based on animal data, an overall UF 
of 100 is commonly used unless chemical-specific information is available that supports the 
use of a different UF (see above). 

For organophosphates and carbamates, inhibition of acetylcholinesterase in either red 
blood cells or brain, measured minutes to hours after dosing (and compared with a value 
before exposure), is an appropriate parameter on which to base the guidance value for acute 
exposure. For example, the ARfD for chlorpyrifos is based on a study in human volunteers, in 
which an NOAEL 1 mg kg

bw
-1 was identified for the inhibition of erythrocyte acetylcholinesterase 

activity (JMPR, 1999). As the study was carried out in humans, no interspecies extrapolation 
was needed and an ARfD of 0.1 mg/kg was set using a UF of 10.

For use of products covered by this document, a tolerable systemic dose for acute exposure 
(TSD

AC
) derived from, for example, the ARfD, may be used in the risk assessment, notably for 
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insecticides with significant acute toxicity, to cover the risks associated with daily use, or from 
an acute exposure. This could include washing of ITC.

For some but not all of the insecticides used for these products, an ARfD from JMPR 
is available for the derivation of the TSDAC or JMPR has concluded that because of lack of 
significant acute toxicity no ARfD is needed (JMPR, 2012). JMPR has also laid down principles for 
the derivation of ARfDs for agricultural pesticides (Solecki et al., 2005); these can be adjusted 
for insecticides used for these products when no authoritative acute reference dose is available.

3.2 Exposure assessment

The second step in performing a risk assessment is to estimate exposure to the insecticide in 
the groups of people potentially at risk. Exposure must take account of various parameters, 
including the route of exposure, the actual amounts of material involved, the duration of 
exposure in terms of both daily and annual exposure and seasonality, and whether this 
exposure is intermittent or continuous. These considerations may indicate different scenarios 
for the various groups of people using, or being exposed to, insecticides.

In the case of ITC, different scenarios are needed for those using (i.e. wearing) and for 
those washing treated clothing.

For skin-applied repellents, exposure scenarios are needed for all age groups who will 
have repellent on their skin, and also for oral ingestion following hand-to-mouth transfer of 
repellent on the hands.

For household insecticides, different exposure scenarios are needed for spray products, 
products which generate vapour and for solid products used against crawling insects. All age 
groups can be exposed by inhalation of sprays and vapours and, in some cases, by dermal 
exposure to residue on surfaces. Adults in the process of applying different types of household 
insecticides will also be exposed by the inhalation and dermal routes.

General parameters which may be used in exposure assessments of all types of products 
are described below. These are followed by sections describing exposure assessments for each 
separate type of product (ITC, skin-applied repellents and household insecticides). There may 
be overlaps or exposure assessment methods which are similar across the different products. 
Equally, it may be possible to modify an exposure assessment method to assess an application 
method not covered in this publication for a particular type of product.

Exposure algorithms, default values and unit exposures, which describe the relationship 
between operational conditions and exposure, are taken from Standard operating procedures 
for residential pesticide exposure assessments (USEPA, 2012) and Exposure factors handbook: 
2011 edition (USEPA, 2011); and from European Chemical Agency guidelines (ECHA, 2015, 
2017 and 2018) used to assess biocidal substances and products due to biocide regulation 
under EU Regulation No. 528/2012 (EU, 2012). The default values should be modified by 
the user of the models on a case-by-case basis and replaced with appropriate measured or 
otherwise improved point estimates or distributions, when applicable. Similarly, application 
of anthropometric and physiological datasets derived from the true target population, when 
available, is likely to yield more accurate exposure predictions.
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The ability of an insecticide to cause adverse health effects depends on the route of 
exposure (ingestion, inhalation, dermal contact), the frequency and duration of exposure and 
extent of absorption into the body, the toxicity of the insecticide, and the inherent sensitivity of 
the exposed person. Exposure is also strongly related to the actual amount of product or active 
ingredient handled and applied. This generic model refers to systemic exposure assessment. 
Local effects, such as irritation or sensitization of the skin, are not addressed here, but they 
need to be considered during evaluation of health risks of insecticides.

For the risk characterization, a total systemic dose estimate must be calculated by summing 
up all relevant exposure routes and pathways.

The exposure assessment described in this document should be considered as a first-tier 
approach. Whenever needed, higher-tier assessments with more complex methods should 
be used. For example, probabilistic risk assessment with quantification of uncertainties can 
be used to estimate risks in more detail. Guidance on exposure models and communicating 
uncertainties has been published by WHO (WHO, 2005b; WHO, 2008). 

Exposure assessments for these products are conducted on the basis of a “realistic 
worst-case” scenario. Clear misuse is excluded, as are exceptional events such as product 
malfunctions. Incidents such as malfunctioning of product packages (significant leaks from 
packaging, problems with spray pressure, product whose outer surface becomes heavily 
contaminated) may lead to very high exposure but should not be routine events in realistic 
situations. Dermal exposure from aerosol spray nozzles leaking onto hands is accounted for 
in the exposure models as a realistic worst-case situation. However, most parameters relating 
to contamination from improper use, accidents or severe malfunctioning of product packages 
are impossible to quantify and these types of situations are not covered by this document.

The models follow the WHO guidance provided in a Generic risk assessment model 
for insecticide-treated nets (WHO, 2018a) and other current public health pesticide model 
development work by WHO. For assessing inhalation exposure, the ConsExpo model (www.
consexpo.nl; Delmaar & Schuur, 2017), developed by the National Institute for Public Health 
and the Environment (RIVM) in the Netherlands, may be used. This mathematical model 
represents a way of modelling consumer exposure. The ConsExpo model is transparent and 
freely available. The model is also recommended by the European Chemicals Agency for biocide 
registration purposes in first- and higher-tier risk assessments (ECHA, 2017).

3.2.1 General parameters for exposure assessment 

It should be emphasized that more chemical-specific or case-specific data should always be 
sought and used when possible.

Risks are estimated for adults, children (aged 6–11 years), toddlers (aged 12–24 
months) and infants (aged < 12 months), as was originally recommended by the European 
Human Exposure Expert Group (HEEG, 2013a), subsequently the Ad hoc Working Group 
on Human Exposure (HEAdhoc). The WHO generic risk assessment models use the pre-2017 
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recommendations of this group for consistency across all the models. It is noted that data for 
children aged 2–6 years are now also available from the Ad hoc Working Group on Human 
Exposure (HEAdhoc, 2017) and could be used if additional assessments are required; however, 
that age range is not assessed in this document. Exposure via mother’s milk is estimated for 
infants and newborns (0–1 months).

Anthropometric and physiological input parameters (weight, skin surface area, and 
respiration rate) influence the risk estimates. Ideally, data from the target population should 
be used. However, it is also important that the database is internally consistent: all needed 
parameters for all age groups are available and are derived from the same population. The 
database produced by the USEPA (2011) is extensive and up to date, covering all age groups 
and all relevant anthropometric and physiological data-points. It is also recommended for use 
by the European Human Exposure Expert Group (HEEG, 2013a) and was therefore used in this 
document (Table 3). For body weight, the 25th percentiles are applied; for respiration rate the 
HEEG recommendations are used. When appropriate anthropometric data are available for 
the population for which the risk assessment is made, these should be used.

Adults are assumed to weigh 60 kg. Risks are also estimated for children aged 6 to < 11 
years (assumed to weigh 23.9 kg), toddlers aged 12–24 months (10 kg) and infants (birth to 
12 months of age, 8 kg). Exposure via mother’s milk is assessed also for newborns (birth to 
1 month, weight 4.2 kg (USEPA, 2011, HEEG, 2013a).

The film thickness of a non-viscous liquid likely to be in contact with unprotected, immersed 
skin is assumed to be 0.01 cm after run-off; thus 8.2 mL is the maximum amount of liquid 
on hands of an adult (total surface area of hands 820 cm2; for children this volume is 4.3 mL 
(see Table 3) (USEPA, 2011, HEEG 2013a).

For treated clothing, the concentration of the active ingredient in the cloth fabric is 
calculated from the product specification, such as from USEPA, as nominal concentration of 
the a.i. mg/m2.

In most instances, exposure assessment consists of multiplication of several estimated 
parameters with an inherent variability (e.g. transfer from surface to hand skin, fraction 
of hand surface area mouthed, salivary extraction rate). If for each such parameter a high 
percentile of the distribution, say 95th percentile, is used, this leads to an exposure estimate 
that is unrealistically conservative. Therefore, when available, a lower percentile is applied, 
usually the 75th percentile. 

3.2.2 Insecticide-treated clothing

For ITC, it is necessary to consider two separate scenarios – exposure while wearing the treated 
clothing (all age groups), and exposure while washing treated clothing (adults and children). 
Self-treatment of ITCs is described in a separate Annex.
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Table 3. Anthropometric and physiological characteristics used in the model  
(USEPA, 2011, HEEG, 2013a)

Adult Child  
6–11 yr

Toddler  
12–24 mo

Infant 
≤ 12 mo

Weighta (kg) 60 23.9 10 8

Body surfacea (m2)

total 1.6600 0.9200 0.4800 0.4100

hands 0.0820 0.0428 0.0230 0.0197

arms 0.2270 0.1270 0.0619 0.0582

forearms 0.1129 0.0497 0.0269 0.0230

legs 0.5330 0.2742 0.1219 0.1041

lower legs 0.230c 0.1070d 0.054e 0.046e

feet 0.1130 0.0605 0.0288 0.0246

head 0.1110 0.0529 0.0403 0.0344

trunk 0.5710 0.3376 0.1795 0.1533

Respiration rateb

short-term (m3/hour) 1.25 1.32 1.26 0.84

resting (m3/hour) 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.18
a Weight and body surface are 25th percentiles based on females (aged 30–40 years, 6–11 years, 12–24 months, 
and 6–12 months (representing infants ≤ 12 months)) (USEPA, 2011, as recommended by HEEG, 2013a). For 
exposure via breast milk in newborns, a bodyweight of 4.2 kg is used.
b These values represent mean values under moderate physical workload or respiratory volumes at rest (USEPA, 
2011, HEEG, 2013a).
c Source: USEPA, 2011.
d 11.6% of the total skin surface (USEPA, 2011).
e 11.2% of the total skin surface of a 2-year old (USEPA, 2011).

3.2.2.1 Using insecticide-treated clothing 

The potential routes of exposure that need to be considered in risk assessments for those 
using treated clothing are inhalation, dislodgeable residues from the clothes being deposited 
on skin in contact with the fabric, oral ingestion of those residues on the hands, and, in the 
case of infants and young children, the additional possibility that the cloth may be mouthed, 
chewed or sucked. In the risk assessment scenarios that follow, the examples of an adult, a 
6–< 11-year-old child, a toddler aged 1–< 2 years and weighing 10 kg and an infant aged < 
12 months weighing 8 kg are presented. 

When assessing risks from treated clothing, the critical parameters in estimating exposure 
are: (i) the frequency of use or time spent wearing the clothing, (ii) the amount of skin in 
contact with the treated clothing, (iii) the amount of insecticide in the clothing, and (iv) the 
transfer of insecticide from clothing to become available for absorption through the skin. 
These parameters are considered as follows.
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As a conservative estimate, it is assumed that treated clothes are used every day, all the 
time when not sleeping. Hence, exposure from wearing clothes is assessed on a daily basis. 
Default frequency may be altered to reflect more realistic scenarios when necessary.

The amount of skin in contact with treated clothing is dependent on the type of clothing, 
and the use of other clothing at the same time. This model calculates exposure assuming that 
no underclothing is used (and does not consider treated underclothes), but practice will vary. 
The use of underclothing is routine in many cultures, but not all. Also, clothes may sometimes 
cover the whole body (excluding hands and face). This especially represents the dressing of 
females in many cultures (Kimani et al., 2006) and, in any circumstances, it is recommended 
to use long-sleeved, covering clothes to achieve the best efficiency (Appel et al., 2008). Since 
the use of clothing can be so variable, a realistic worst-case scenario is assumed whereby 
trunk, arms, legs and feet are in contact with treated-clothing. The area covered with treated 
clothes may be altered to reflect other practices if necessary.

The bulk of the insecticide that is coated or incorporated into the fabric is not immediately 
available for transfer (on the skin, mouth, or washing water), but, depending on the treatment 
technique, the clothes may retain the effective dose of active ingredient for up to 100 washing 
events. The wash-resistance index, as determined with the CIPAC method MT 195 described 
at http://cipac.org/index.php/mt-195-wash-resistance-index-of-ln-s), reflects the amount 
of the insecticide available for transfer whereby the amount available is (100-wash-resistance 
index)%. This is the amount assumed to be transferred to the washing water when clothes are 
washed. The amount transferred onto the skin is assumed to be the translodgeable fraction 
of the surface concentration from a soft surface, the defaults for which are derived from the 
USEPA Standard operating procedures for residential pesticide exposure assessments (USEPA, 
2012). Similarly, the fraction transferred to the mouth is assumed to be the fraction of the 
surface concentration extracted to saliva (USEPA, 2012). It should be noted that there are 
considerable uncertainties in these approaches, which are described in more detail below. For 
the translodgeable fraction, and salivary extraction, actual measured chemical-specific values 
are likely to considerably enhance the accuracy of the exposure estimate. In this model, it 
is conservatively assumed that the concentration of insecticide in the cloth material is not 
significantly changed over the time it is used; that is, the exposure resulting from using treated 
clothing is the same regardless of the number of times the clothing has been washed.

Release of insecticide and exposure from self-treated clothing are discussed in the Annex.

Inhalation

When considering the potential for inhalation exposure from ITC, comparisons can be made 
with insecticide-treated mosquito nets. The evidence available (WHO, 2018a) indicates that 
inhalation exposure from impregnated materials is negligible in most cases. It was concluded 
for the generic risk assessment model for insecticide-treated nets that inhalation exposure is not 
expected to result in appreciable exposure when compared with the other exposure routes. A 
method to carry out a screening assessment for chemicals with higher vapour pressure than the 
pyrethroids, which have been studied for insecticide-treated nets, is available (WHO, 2018a), 
and the situation will be the same for ITC. Unless there are particular concerns, such as an 
insecticide with high toxicity and high vapour pressure, inhalation exposure is not expected to 
be a concern. This can be assessed using the simple first-tier screening assessment shown below 
Self-treatment of clothing with aerosols is a different situation and is considered in the Annex.
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As a screening assessment, the worst case of exposure (a toddler staying 24 hours/day 
at a saturated vapour pressure concentration) to volatile material can be estimated (HEEG, 
2013b) as:

systemic dose = 0.328 × MM × VP, where

MM = molecular mass of the chemical, and

VP = vapour pressure at 25 C (Pa).

In cases where the estimated maximal exposure is less than 10% of the TSD, then there 
is no need to consider inhalation exposure to volatile material further. If this first-tier exposure 
estimate exceeds 10% of the TSD, then a higher tier assessment should be considered.

Skin contact

Contact between treated clothing and skin is naturally to be expected. The quantity of the 
insecticide transferred to the skin may vary with the type of insecticide, type of the material 
of the clothing and humidity. It may also vary with the treatment technology. It is assumed 
that the fraction available for skin contact can be estimated from the wash-resistance index 
as (100-wash-resistance index)%.

The transfer of chemical from fabric to skin has been studied, but the data are limited. The 
USEPA (2012) recommended point estimate for the dislodgeable fraction from carpets is 6%, 
based on studies on four pyrethroids, chlorpyrifos and piperonylbutoxide. This approach has 
its limitations, and it is expected to overestimate dermal exposure to impregnated materials. 
This is because the default dislodgeable fractions are based on data from carpets that 
have had a pesticide applied to their external surface only. A lower fraction of insecticide is 
expected to be available for transfer from treated clothing because the insecticide compound 
can be impregnated in the material, which is believed to have a lower potential for transfer. 
Additionally, the limited data that are available suggest that the transfer rate may more 
typically be an order of magnitude lower than the recommended values. Snodgrass (1992) 
characterized the material-to-skin transfer rate for permethrin-treated battle-dress uniforms. 
In this study, radiolabelled (14C) permethrin-treated fabric patches were applied to the backs 
of 22 male New Zealand white rabbits in four treatment groups based on environment 
(temperate vs subtropical) and fabric type (cotton vs 50:50 nylon/cotton blend). Based on 
this approach, the 95th percentile dislodgeable fraction calculated from all treatment groups 
is 0.008, or 0.8% (USEPA, 2012). 

The research described in the study above shows that transfer of insecticide to skin from 
fabric is highly variable, and it is unrealistic to request transfer data from every type of fabric 
and treatment method possible. Therefore, an approach based on default values is proposed, 
in line with the generic risk assessment model for insecticide-treated nets (WHO, 2018a). If no 
data are available which are specific to the chemical, fabric and treatment-method, including 
when clothes are self-treated, the default of 6% should be used.

The skin surface in contact with treated clothes is assumed to be the trunk, arms, legs and 
feet, as described earlier. The default areas for different age groups are presented in Table 4, 
and have been calculated using data on skin surface areas of parts of the body adapted from 
USEPA (2011). As already noted, the area covered with treated clothing may be adjusted as 
necessary to reflect different practices.
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Table 4: Skin surface area potentially in contact with clothes (m2)a

Adult Child  
6-11 yr

Toddler  
12-24 mo

Infant  
≤ 12 mo

Trunk 0.5710 0.3376 0.1795 0.1533

Arms 0.2270 0.1270 0.0619 0.0582

Legs 0.5330 0.2742 0.1219 0.1041

Feet 0.1130 0.0605 0.0288 0.0246

Total 1.4440 0.7993 0.3921 0.3402
a Source: USEPA, 2011.

If dermal penetration data are available, the percentage of the transferred material that 
will be absorbed into the body can be calculated. In the absence of dermal penetration data, 
for the default values, see Section 3.1.3.

The potential daily dermal exposure may be calculated as shown in Box 1.

Box 1. Dermal exposure from wearing insecticide-treated clothing

Predicted dose = Abs
D
 × Transl × ESA × SF × TC / BW, where

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption from clothing surface (see Section 3.1.3)

Transl = translodgeable fraction (default 6%)

ESA = exposed skin area, m2 (see Table 4)

SF = surface fraction of the insecticide (100-wash resistance index%)

TC = concentration of the a.i. in the clothing (mg/m2)

BW = body weight (see Table 3)

Oral exposure

Oral exposure may occur from hand-to-mouth transfer, and from direct mouthing of ITC in 
the case of infants and toddlers. 

Oral exposure via hand-to-mouth transfer can be calculated as shown in Box 2. The amount 
transferred to the hands is estimated from the fraction available on the clothing surface – as 
determined from the wash-resistance index – and the translodgeable fraction (USEPA, 2012). 
In line with the generic risk assessment model for insecticide-treated nets (WHO, 2018a), it 
is assumed that one-third of the surface area of the hands is in contact with the clothing. 
The fraction of hands mouthed is estimated from the USEPA model (USEPA, 2012) as is the 
salivary extraction. It is assumed that this route of exposure can apply to all age groups since 
clothing could be worn for a prolonged period by all age groups. Refined estimates of the 
amount released from ITC may be achieved by determining the release rate from the ITC in 
artificial saliva.
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Box 2. Oral exposure from hand-to-mouth activity

Predicted dose = Abs
O
 × SE × Transl × EHA × FHM × SF × TC / BW, where

Abs
O 

= oral absorption (default, 100%)

SE = salivary extraction fraction (default 0.57; 75th percentile, 
USEPA, 2012)

Transl = translodgeable fraction (0.06; 75th percentile default (carpet) if 
no chemical-specific data are available (USEPA, 2012))

EHA = exposed hand area (one-third of the hand surface area shown 
in Table 3)

FHM = fraction of hand mouthed (default, 0.164; 75th percentile, 
USEPA, 2012)

SF = surface fraction of the insecticide (default, 100-wash resistance 
index%)

TC = concentration of insecticide on the clothing (mg/m2) 

BW = body weight for adults, children, toddlers and infants (see Table 
3)

Infants and toddlers may also mouth, chew and suck the ITC. It is assumed that an area 
of 14 cm2 (0.0014 m2) of the clothing is in contact with the mouth (75th percentile from 
USEPA (2011) data) and that the fraction available on the ITC surface – as determined from 
the wash-resistance index – will be the target for salivary extraction. Oral exposure via this 
route can be calculated as shown in Box 3.

Box 3. Oral exposure from direct mouth contact with ITC

Predicted dose = Abs
O
 × SE × CM × SF × TC / BW, where

Abs
O 

= oral absorption (default, 100%)

SE = salivary extraction fraction (default 0.57; 75th percentile, 
USEPA, 2012)

CM = area of cloth mouthed, m2 (default, 0.0014 m2; 75th percentile, 
USEPA, 2012)

SF = surface fraction of the insecticide (default, 100-wash resistance 
index%)

TC = concentration of insecticide on the clothing (mg/m2)

BW = body weight (infant 8 kg, toddler 10 kg; see Table 3)

Total exposure from all routes while using treated clothing

A worst-case scenario for total daily systemic dose of the insecticide while using treated clothing 
is calculated from the systemic doses from inhalation (if relevant), skin contact, oral contact 
with the cloth material (for infants and toddlers), and hand-to-mouth transfer.
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3.2.2.2 Washing of insecticide-treated clothing

It is assumed that both adults and children may carry out the washing of family clothing. 
Frequency and other parameters related to washing clothes vary a lot. It may be assumed 
that machine washing causes no exposure, but it is likely that hand washing takes place in 
many circumstances. It may be then assumed that the clothes are washed every 2 weeks, for 
5 years. The exposure is determined by the volume of the water used in washing and the rate 
of release of the insecticide from the treated clothing. It has been estimated for insecticide-
treated nets that for a net of approximately 15 m2, the volume of washing fluid is unlikely to 
be less than 4 litres. This may be also used as a default for clothes, i.e. for 50 m2 of fabric, 12 
litres of water is used. Washing may be carried out by people who also use treated clothing, 
and thus washing will contribute to their long-term exposure. 

It is important to mention in the washing instructions of treated clothing that they must 
be washed separately from other clothes, such as underwear.

The amount deposited on the skin and absorbed systemically during washing can be 
calculated as shown in Box 4.

Box 4. Dermal exposure during the washing of ITC

It is assumed that 50 m2 of clothes are washed at a time; volume of water used for washing 
is 12 litres; gloves are not worn; and contaminated skin is not rinsed immediately after the 
washing.

SysD
TWA

 = NoW × Abs
D
 × VLS × SF × TC × SC / (VolW × BW × AT)

SysD
MAX

 = Abs
D
 × VLS × SF × TC × SC / (VolW × BW), where

SysD
TWA

 = predicted time-weighted average (TWA) daily systemic dose from 
washing clothes

SysD
MAX

 = predicted maximal daily systemic dose from washing clothes

NoW = number of washes per year (default 130 washes / 5 years)

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

VLS = volume of liquid on skin, adults 36.7 ml, children 17.6 mL (hands, 
forearms, ½ of lower legs and ½ of feet covered by a liquid film of 
0.1 mm; see Table 3)

TC = concentration of insecticide on the cloth mg/m2 (see Section 3.2.1)

SF = surface fraction of the insecticide = fraction released in a wash 
(default, 100-wash resistance index%, see Section 3.2.2)

SC = [maximal actual] size of the washed clothes, m2 (default 50 m2)

VolW = volume of washing water (default 12 000 mL)

BW = body weight (adult 60 kg, child 23.9 kg; see Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days per year, default 130 washes over 5 years)

Washing of clothes may also lead to oral exposure through hand-to-mouth transfer. The 
extent of such exposure may be estimated as shown in Box 5.
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Box 5. Oral exposure (hand-to-mouth transfer)  
during the washing of ITC

SysD
MAX

 = Abs
O
 × VLH × SF × TC × FHM × SC / (VolW × BW) where

SysD
TWA 

=
 
predicted TWA daily systemic dose

SysD
MAX 

=
 
predicted maximal daily systemic dose

NoW = number of washes per year (default 130 washes / 5 years) 

Abs
O 

= oral absorption (default 100%)

VLH = volume of liquid on hands (mL) (adult 8.2 mL, child 4.3 mL, see Section 
3.2.1)

SF = surface fraction of the insecticide = fraction released in a wash (default, 
100-wash resistance index%, see Section 3.2.2)

TC  = concentration of insecticide on the cloth mg/m2 (see Section 3.2.1)

FHM = fraction of hands actually mouthed, default 0.164 (75th percentile) 
(USEPA, 2012)

SC = [maximal actual] size of the washed clothes (m2)

VolW = volume of washing water (default 12 000 mL)

BW = body weight (adult 60 kg, child 23.9 kg; see Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days)

Total exposure from treated clothing

Total exposure from treated clothing can be calculated for adults and older children by adding 
the exposures from using ITC to the exposures from washing treated clothing.

3.2.3 Using skin-applied repellents

With skin-applied repellents, the main route of exposure is dermal. Products may be applied 
directly as a liquid, or may be applied as aerosol sprays or pump sprays. Inhalation exposure 
may also need to be considered. Additional exposure via the oral route must also be taken into 
account due to hand-to-mouth transfer (which can occur with all age groups). The repellent 
is assumed to remain on the skin for some time, and the conservative default assumption is 
that repellent remains available for absorption throughout the period of use.

In the risk assessment scenarios that follow, the examples of an adult, a child aged 
6–< 11 years, a toddler aged 1–<2 years and weighing 10 kg and an infant aged < 12 months 
weighing 8 kg are presented.

Frequency of use should be taken from the product label, with the worst-case used when a 
range is specified. Where information on the frequency of use is available in a particular setting 
then this should be used. It is recommended to assume a minimum of two applications per 
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day as a realistic worst-case. Exposure is calculated daily for skin-applied repellents; because 
of high variability in the frequency of use of repellents, a long-term exposure value is difficult 
to estimate.

Inhalation exposure to repellents

Two situations need to be considered. The first is exposure to aerosols of repellent chemical 
arising from the use of spray products. The second is exposure to the vapour of a volatile 
repellent chemical.

Inhalation of aerosols from repellent spray products

The ConsExpo model (Delmaar & Schuur, 2017, www.consexpo.nl) is a software model available 
in English, free of charge, via the Internet (www.consexpoweb.nl). Results can be obtained both 
as point estimates (as in this first-tier assessment) or as distributions; the model calculations 
are all published in the model manual. The model can therefore be considered as transparent. 
Development work is continuous, and the user should always check for updates and bug fixes. 
The version of ConsExpoWeb used should always be specified.

An estimation of particle-size distribution is also available, should it be needed. The 
algorithms are presented in detail in the manual (Delmaar & Schuur, 2017) and in the online 
documentation at www.consexpo.nl; in this document, only some parts of the calculations 
are shown.

The ConsExpo spray model will model indoor air concentration over time for slowly 
evaporating or non-volatile compounds in droplets released from a spray can. Using the 
modelled air concentration with information on breathing rate, exposure time and other 
exposure factors allows inhalation exposure to be determined. 

The general exposure parameters needed as presented by ECHA (2018) include: 

 ¤ weight fraction of the compound of interest in the product, or the percentage of 
active ingredient in the product – must be taken from the product label;

 ¤ spray duration of 15 seconds;

 ¤ exposure duration of 1 minute (i.e. 1 minute of exposure to aerosols after spraying);

 ¤ room volume 20 m3 (although other WHO risk assessment models assume a 40 m3 
room volume);

 ¤ room height 2.5 m;

 ¤ ventilation rate 2.5 times per hour, for the indoor situation as worst-case, derived from 
data for window ventilated bedrooms (ConsExpo General Fact Sheet; te Biesebeek 
et al., 2014);

 ¤ spraying towards a person is assumed, so estimate of cloud volume of 0.0625 m3 is 
assumed (ConsExpo default originally developed for hair sprays and other cosmetics); 

 ¤ volume mass generation rate 0.8 g/s for trigger spray and 1.1 g/s for pre-pressurized 
aerosol spray cans (ConsExpo defaults for pest control products) (ECHA, 2018);
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 ¤ estimated airborne, non-volatile fraction is assumed to be 100% as a worst-case 
assumption;

 ¤ density of non-volatile compounds is assumed 1.8 g/cm3;

 ¤ initial particle distribution, assumed to be log-normal, average particle diameter 117 
μm (from an example representative product (EC, 2010));

 ¤ coefficient of variation 0.45 μm; 

 ¤ inhalation cut-off droplet diameter 15 μm; and

 ¤ non-respirable uptake fraction 10%, and respirable uptake fraction, assumed to be 
known from experimental studies, with default of 100%. 

[The parameters given above mostly apply to an aerosol spray can and should be checked 
for applicability if assessing a hand-held trigger spray.]

Concentration of compound of interest in the (inhaled) air (kg/m3) is calculated using 
the parameters above. Inhalation rates (USEPA, 2011; HEEG, 2013a) of exposed persons 
during moderate physical work load are found in Table 3. The algorithms used to calculate 
air concentration can be found in the ConsExpo manual (www.consexpo.nl).

The ConsExpo model provides as output (among other formats) the internal inhalation 
dose (systemic exposure arising from the inhalation route) for acute (one event) and chronic 
(daily average) scenarios, per kilogram of body weight based on the body weight value entered 
for the population of interest.

Inhalation exposure to volatile material

For repellent products which are not sprayed, inhalation exposure to volatile material must 
be considered. A simple first-tier screening assessment is proposed, based on the first-tier 
assessment used for exposure to volatile material from sleeping under insecticide-treated nets 
(WHO, 2018a). The worst case of exposure (a toddler staying 24 hours/day at a saturated 
vapour pressure concentration) to volatile material can be estimated (HEEG, 2013b) as:

systemic dose = 0.328 × MM × VP, where

MM = molecular mass of the chemical, and

VP = vapour pressure at 25°C (Pa).

In cases where the estimated maximal exposure is less than 10% of the TSD, then there 
is no need to consider inhalation exposure to volatile material further. If this first-tier exposure 
estimate exceeds 10% of the TSD, then a higher tier assessment should be conducted.

Skin exposure to pump sprayed, aerosol and liquid repellents

It is recommended to use product-specific data for the application rate (i.e. the target 
concentration of the active ingredient on the skin), if reliable information is available. For 
most products this information is not available. The USEPA Standard operating procedures for 
residential pesticide exposure assessment (2012) describe the following product application 
rates for aerosols, pump sprays and lotions (95th percentiles from USEPA, 2012):
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Aerosols: 2.9 mg product/cm2

Pump sprays: 1.5 mg product/cm2

Lotions: 3.5 mg product/cm2

According to the Pest Control Products Fact Sheet (Bremmer et al., 2006), insect repellents 
are applied on the uncovered skin of head, hands, arms, legs and feet. If it is assumed that 
people are wearing short-sleeved shirts and shorts that cover the thighs and upper arms, the 
area exposed represents 55% of the total body surface. A different value should be applied 
for a product which is applied before dressing. After recalculation of skin areas according to 
HEEG (2013a), the updated areas are 0.593 m2 for adults, 0.286 m2 for children, 0.153 m2 
for toddlers, and 0.131 m2 for infants. The body parts included in these calculations represent 
hands, forearms, lower legs, feet and half of the head area. The use of half of the head area 
is considered to be a reasonable assumption since repellents are not meant to be used on 
facial skin. These areas represent 31–36% of the total skin area, depending on the age group.

This first-tier assessment uses the conservative assumption that all the material applied 
remains available for skin absorption throughout the exposure time with no loss of material.

Dermal exposure from applying repellent to the skin can be calculated as shown in Box 6.

Box 6. Dermal exposure to repellents

Predicted dose = Abs
D
 × AR

F 
× C

a.i.
 × #apps × SA / BW, where

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

AR
F
 = formulation-specific application rate; aerosols: 2.9 mg product/

cm2, pump sprays: 1.5 mg product/cm2, lotions: 3.5 mg product/
cm2 (convert values to per m2 for the calculation)

C
a.i.

 = concentration of active ingredient in the product, product-
specific data, %

#apps = number of repellent applications per day (#apps = exposure time 
(hours/day) x application frequency (applications/hour); default 
6 h/day x 0.33 applications/h, i.e. two applications per day)

SA = surface area of the exposed bare skin 0.593 m2 for adults, 0.286 
m2 for children, 0.153 m2 for toddlers, and 0.131 m2 for infants 
(use different values if the product is used before dressing or if 
different clothing is assumed)

BW = body weight for adults, children, toddlers and infants  
(see Table 3)

The concentration of the active ingredient in the product is checked from the product 
label and used to calculate the amount of active ingredient persons are exposed to.
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Oral exposure to repellents

Oral exposure may occur from hand-to-mouth transfer. Hand-to-mouth transfer is a possible 
exposure route also for adults, as the products may be rubbed into the skin with bare hands. 
According to the Pest Control Products Fact Sheet (Bremmer et al., 2006), it is expected that 
children can ingest the entire amount that is rubbed onto their hands, and that adults will ingest 
the amount on their fingers. Some products contain an aversive agent such as denatonium 
benzoate to restrict ingestion; however, the effectiveness of these agents is uncertain. It is 
not considered possible to take into account any effect of an aversive agent unless product-
specific data demonstrating effectiveness are supplied.

Oral exposure via hand-to-mouth transfer can be calculated as shown in Box 7. The 
hand areas of different age groups are shown in Table 3. For adults, 50% of the hand area 
of hands may be used, i.e. 0.041 m2. The salivary extraction fraction is estimated from the 
USEPA model (USEPA, 2012) – this is the proportion of the material on the skin which will 
be absorbed when mouthed.

Box 7. Oral exposure from hand-to-mouth activity

Predicted dose = Abs
O
 × HA × SE × AR

F
 × C

a.i.
 × #apps / BW, where

Abs
O
 = oral absorption (default, 100%)

HA = hand area mouthed (50% of hands for adults, whole hand area 
for children, toddlers and infants); 0.041 m2 for adults, 0.0428 
m2 for children, 0.023 m2 for toddlers, 0.0197 m2 for infants 
(Table 3)

SE = salivary extraction fraction (default 0.57; 75th percentile) 
(USEPA, 2012)

AR
F
 = formulation-specific application rate; aerosols: 2.9 mg product/

cm2, pump sprays: 1.5 mg product/cm2, lotions: 3.5 mg product/
cm2 (convert values to per m2 for the calculation)

C
a.i.

 = concentration of active ingredient in the product, product-
specific data, %

#apps = number of repellent applications per day (#apps = exposure time 
(hours/day) x application frequency (applications/hour); default 
6 h/day x 0.33 applications/h, i.e. two applications per day)

BW = body weight for adults, children, toddlers and infants  
(see Table 3)

Total exposure to repellents from all routes

A worst-case exposure for total daily systemic dose of the repellent applied on bare skin is 
calculated from the systemic doses from inhalation (calculated for aerosols and pump sprays; 
also calculated for volatile material if relevant), skin contact and hand-to-mouth transfer (all 
the product types). 
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Uncertainties and variables in exposure-determining factors and potential 
refinements (repellent products)

The frequency of use of repellent products is highly variable. The rate of two applications per 
day is recommended in this model as a realistic worst-case.

The wearing of clothing when using skin-applied repellents will vary considerably in 
different situations. The area of exposed skin assumed (i.e. the area not covered by clothing) 
will directly influence the exposure assessment. The area of exposed skin assumed for an 
exposure assessment should reflect the population and situation for which the risk assessment 
is being applied.

The assumption that all material applied on the skin remains available to be absorbed 
throughout the exposure period is a simplistic assumption for lower-tier assessments.

The high variability in the frequency of use of repellents (number of days repellents might 
be used in a year) presents a challenge to calculate a long-term exposure value. Exposure is 
therefore considered on a per day basis in this model.

Accurate information on the amount of product used per application would improve the 
accuracy of exposure assessments.

Product-specific (or chemical-specific) values to replace the default values used for oral 
absorption and/or dermal absorption will permit refined, higher-tier assessments.

3.2.4 Using household insecticides 

Four groups of products need to be considered. The first group of products is spray products. 
The second group is products which use volatile chemicals, in particular coils, mats and 
vaporizers. The third group is solid products intended to control crawling insects by contact or 
ingestion, in particular dusting powders. A fourth group, products with a solid ”bait” largely 
enclosed within a box (”bait station”) is also considered briefly.

The potential routes of exposure that need to be considered in risk assessments vary 
with the type of product and can include the inhalation, dermal and oral routes in different 
situations, as described in this section.

Exposure via inhalation to volatile products (e.g. mosquito coils) and to sprays is usually 
considered low or even negligible if applied outdoors or in well-ventilated areas, as instructed in 
the product labelling. However, it is highly probable that the guidance given for safe use is not 
always followed, and indoor use in less well-ventilated rooms and enclosed spaces will occur.

In the risk assessment scenarios that follow, the examples of an adult, a child aged 6 to 
< 11 years, a toddler aged 1 to < 2 years and weighing 10 kg, and an infant aged < 12 months 
and weighing 8 kg are presented.

As a realistic worst-case it is assumed that household insecticides are used very frequently 
(e.g. every night) for products used against mosquitos (coils, mats, vaporizers, aerosol sprays) 
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because mosquito nuisance is very high in some areas. It is assumed that other types of product 
are used every week (i.e. 52 days per year).

The exposure models show parameters for frequency of use and averaging time. Where 
the product is not used daily, a TWA systemic dose can be calculated and compared against 
a long term TSD, and a daily exposure can also be calculated (without the frequency and 
averaging time parameters) and compared against a TSD for acute exposure. For products 
used daily, the long-term (per day) and daily exposures will be the same (it is assumed for 
these models that there is no accumulation of material on surfaces from repeated exposure).

It should also be remembered that household insecticides are not the only method likely 
to be used in a building to control flying insects (e.g. use of household insecticides combined 
with use of mosquito nets within the same household). Local conditions, label instructions, 
etc. may cause a need to use other defaults.

Exposure to spray products, inhalation

Four types of spray application target can be distinguished (Bremmer et al., 2006), although 
it should be noted that non-spray products have some similar uses: 

 ¤ Targeted spot application refers to the treatment of hiding places of crawling insects 
and ant tunnels. This type of application often concerns a relatively small surface to 
be sprayed, which is sometimes difficult to reach both for the user and for the non-
user. For example, behind the refrigerator or a radiator, or in/under kitchen cabinets. 

 ¤ Crack and crevice application concerns the application to cracks and crevices to 
control silver fish, cockroaches and so forth, for example, on baseboards in living and 
accommodation areas, and in cracks and holes in wooden floors. 

 ¤ General surface application is the spraying of large surfaces such as a carpet or couch 
to control dust mites or fleas, for example. 

 ¤ Space spray application is the spraying of living, working or accommodation areas 
against flying insects, whereby the user stands in the middle of the room and sprays 
all four of its upper corners. 

Inhalation of aerosols from space spray application

Space spray application is considered to cause the highest inhalation exposure levels, as a 
smaller droplet size is formed and the spraying direction is upwards, giving the aerosol more 
time to settle on surfaces (with resulting potential for dermal exposure). Spot, crack and 
crevice and surface applications are expected to cause lower inhalation exposure, but may 
cause significant dermal exposure.

The ConsExpo spray model can be used to estimate inhalation exposure to spray can 
products which produce aerosols. The ConsExpo model (Delmaar & Schuur, 2017, www.
consexpo.nl) is a software model available in English, free of charge, via the Internet (www.
consexpoweb.nl). Results can be obtained both as point estimates (as in this first-tier 
assessment) or as distributions; the model calculations are all published in the model manual. 
The model can therefore be considered as transparent. Development work is continuous, and 
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the user should always check for updates and bug fixes. The version of ConsExpoWeb used 
should always be specified.

An estimation of particle-size distribution is also available, should it be needed. The 
algorithms are presented in detail in the manual (Delmaar & Schuur, 2017, and in the online 
documentation at www.consexpo.nl; in this document, only some parts of the calculations 
are shown.

ConsExpo models indoor air concentration over time for slowly evaporating or non-volatile 
compounds in droplets released from a spray can. Using the modelled air concentration with 
information on breathing rate, exposure time and other exposure factors allows inhalation 
exposure to be determined. 

The general exposure parameters needed are presented in the ConsExpo documentation, 
principally the Pest Control Products Fact Sheet (Bremmer et al., 2006). 

The default values and parameters needed for the ConsExpo spray model for space spray 
application (the ConsExpo “Air space – Application” scenario) with variations as recommended 
for this generic risk assessment model are as follows: 

 ¤ weight fraction of the compound of interest in the product, or the percentage of 
active ingredient in the product, is to be checked from the product label;

 ¤ spray duration, 15 seconds space spraying (600 seconds general surfaces);

 ¤ exposure duration, 1 minute space spraying (60 minutes general surfaces);

 ¤ room volume 20 m3 (although other WHO risk assessment models assume a 40 m3 
room volume);

 ¤ room height 2.5 m;

 ¤ ventilation rate 2.5 times per hour, for the indoor situation as worst-case, derived from 
data for window ventilated bedrooms (ConsExpo General Fact Sheet, te Biesebeek 
et al., 2014); rapid dispersion is anticipated for these products;

 ¤ volume mass generation rate 1.1 g/s for pre-pressurized aerosol spray cans (default 
value in ConsExpoWeb, not taken from Bremmer et al., 2006);

 ¤ estimated airborne, non-volatile fraction is assumed to be 100% as a worst-case 
assumption;

 ¤ default weight fraction of non-volatiles 2%;

 ¤ density of non-volatile compounds is assumed to be 1.8 g/cm3;

 ¤ initial particle distribution, assumed to be log-normal, average particle diameter 8 μm 
(space spraying), 30 μm (general surfaces); 

 ¤ coefficient of variation 0.45 μm; 

 ¤ inhalation cut-off droplet diameter 15 μm;

 ¤ non-respirable uptake fraction 10 %, and respirable uptake fraction, assumed to be 
known from experimental studies, with default of 100%. 
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For the parameters required for the ConsExpo model for other scenarios – spot application, 
crack and crevice application and general surface application, and also for trigger sprays which 
require different parameters from aerosol spray cans – the user is referred to the ConsExpo 
documentation (www.consexpo.nl).

Concentration of compound of interest in the (inhaled) air (kg/m3) is calculated using 
the parameters above. Inhalation rates (USEPA, 2011; HEEG, 2013a) of exposed persons 
during moderate physical work load are found in Table 3. The algorithms used to calculate 
air concentration can be found in the ConsExpo manual (www.consexpo.nl).

The ConsExpo model provides as output (among other formats) the internal inhalation 
dose (systemic exposure arising from the inhalation route) for acute (one event) and chronic 
(daily average) scenarios, per kilogram body weight based on the body weight value entered 
for the population of interest.

If other people are present in the premises being treated, their inhalation exposure may 
be calculated similarly, considering the differences in, for example, body weight. Secondary 
exposure from material settling onto foods has not been included in this model because it is 
assumed that exposure via this route will be negligible.

The ConsExpo model used should be adjusted by the purpose of the spray application, 
i.e. the correct model for targeted spot application, crack and crevice application, general 
surface application (such as treating carpets or rugs) or space spraying, with the appropriate 
adjustment to the parameters. 

Exposure to spray products, dermal

Space spraying is intended to knock down flying insects, but the spray is likely to reach surfaces, 
such as walls, floors and furniture, to some extent. It is assumed, however, that this deposited 
concentration is quite low, and it may be assumed to represent 1% of the amount in the air 
(i.e. 1% of the amount which is calculated to be in the air according to the ConsExpo model 
– calculated assuming that 1% of the amount present in a cube of air with a concentration 
expressed as weight/m3 settles onto one m2 to give a surface concentration in weight/m2).

All age groups may become exposed when touching contaminated surfaces – dermal 
exposure may be calculated as shown in Box 8.  

Note: it is assumed for ease of calculation that material does not accumulate with 
frequent spraying.

Box 8. Dermal exposure (post-application) for space spray products

Predicted dose  = C × P × ESA × EF × Abs
D
 / BW × AT, where

C = concentration on the surface#, 1% of the calculated 
concentration in the air as derived from the ConsExpo model

P = proportion translodged onto skin = 8% of the amount present 
on the surfaces (hard surface value as worst-case)
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ESA = exposed skin areas are 0.308 m2 for adults (hands, forearms 
and feet), 0.153 m2 for children aged 6–11 years (hands, 
forearms and feet), 0.133 m2 for toddlers (hands, forearms, 
lower legs, feet) and 0.394 m2 for infants (head, hands, arms, 
trunk, legs and feet) (Table 3)

EF = exposure frequency, default assumption 365 days/year$

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

BW = body weight for adults, children, toddlers and infants (see Table 
3)

AT = averaging time, 365 days$

# For spray products which are not used as space sprays, e.g. general surface application, it may be necessary 
to calculate the concentration on the surface using a method which relates directly to the amount sprayed, 
rather than a proportion of the material in the air. For example, the mass generation rate multiplied by the 
spraying duration.

$ Parameters are included for transparency. For products used daily, the exposure frequency and averaging time 
will divide out, giving identical long-term and daily exposures. For products used less frequently than every day, 
TWA and daily exposures can be calculated separately by inserting the appropriate exposure frequency and 
averaging time to obtain the TWA exposure and excluding them to obtain the daily exposure.

Hands may be exposed directly while spraying an aerosol can product if liquid leaks from 
the nozzle during spraying. This accidental exposure due to leakages can occur also when 
spraying surfaces. Such dermal exposure during application of the product may be calculated 
as shown in Box 9.

Box 9. Dermal exposure to persons spraying during application of 
space spray products (hand contamination)

Predicted dose  = VS
dermal

 x CS x EF x Abs
D
 / BW x AT, where

VS
dermal

 = volume of spray on one hand = 2.05 mL/hand during the day 
(based on the maximum amount of liquid on the hands of an 
adult, but adjusted to 50% of the area of one hand representing 
an approximate value for the fingers of one hand only)

CS = concentration of the active ingredient in the spray mg/mL, 
chemical-specific data

EF = exposure frequency, default assumption 365 days/year$

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

BW = body weight (kg), adult

AT = averaging time, 365 days$

$ See note regarding TWA and daily exposures in Box 8.

Hand contamination, body exposures and exposures via inhalation are summed up when 
calculating total exposure for the person applying the product.
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When soft surfaces are treated directly, it is recommended that dermal exposure for 
toddlers (from crawling) is assessed as the worst-case situation using the following method.

Products (sprays) to treat soft surfaces (furnishings and fabric-covered surfaces)

This is an exposure assessment for toddlers following use of this type of product.

When surfaces, such as carpets and rugs, are being treated, dermal exposure after 
application for crawling children (toddlers) must be considered. The area exposed is assumed 
to be hands, forearms, lower legs and feet, i.e., 0.133 m2, representing 28 % of the total 
body area. It is assumed that the surfaces have been treated only recently and also that there 
is neither decay or decomposition of the active ingredient. It is also assumed that there is no 
accumulation of active ingredient from earlier treatments.

According to the ConsExpo Pest Control Products Fact Sheet (Bremmer et al., 2006), the 
dislodgeable amount may be calculated by multiplying the mass generation rate and the spray 
duration, so the total amount of sprayed formulation can be calculated (e.g. 0.75 g/sec x 600 
sec = 450 grams of product). It is assumed that this amount ends up on the floor surface of 
the living room, so that the amount of formulation per surface unit can be calculated (e.g. 450 
g on 16 m2 (model standard room 4m x 4m), or 28.125 g/m2). In the absence of chemical-
specific data, default values from USEPA, 2012 can be used – 8% can be assumed dislodgeable 
from hard surfaces and 6% from soft surfaces (USEPA, 2012).  In typical circumstances, these 
products are used to treat soft surfaces such as carpets or rugs. The dislodgeable amount for 
soft surfaces is therefore 1.69 g/m2 for the example above. Dermal exposure from toddlers 
crawling on treated soft surfaces may be calculated as shown in Box 10.

Box 10. Dermal exposure of toddlers during contact  
with treated surfaces

Predicted dose = Amt x CS x ESA x EF x Abs
D
 / BW x AT, where

Amt = amount of product per unit area, adjusted for dislodgeable 
proportion

CS = concentration of the active ingredient in the spray mg/ml, 
chemical specific data

ESA = exposed skin area – 0.133 m2 for toddlers (hands, forearms, 
lower legs, feet); additionally, some of the insecticide on the 
hands may be transported to the mouth, leading to ingestion 
exposure (see below). 

EF = exposure frequency, default assumption 365 days/year$

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

BW = body weight (kg), toddler

AT = averaging time, 365 days$

$ See note regarding TWA and daily exposures in Box 8.
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The concentration of the active ingredient in the product is checked from product label, 
and used to calculate the amount of a.i. persons are exposed to.

Since toddlers crawling on this directly treated surface is likely to be the worst-case 
scenario (based on the combination of proportion of the body area exposed and bodyweight), 
assessment for other age groups may not be necessary for this scenario.

Exposure to spray products, ingestion

Some of the insecticide transferred to the hands from contact with surfaces (as calculated 
above) will subsequently be ingested through hand-to-mouth transfer; the relevant hand area 
for toddlers is 0.023 m2, from which the fraction mouthed is assumed to be 0.164 and the 
fraction extracted in saliva 0.57 (USEPA, 2012). The hand-to-mouth transfer of toddlers may 
be calculated from the dermal load estimated earlier in the document (including additional 
exposure from soft surfaces if relevant). Toddlers are assessed to represent the worst-case 
situation; potentially this exposure could be significant for infants as well, though probably 
less significant for adults and older children since there will be less contact of the hands with 
treated surfaces and hand to mouth transfer may be less common for those age groups. 
The ingestion exposure due to hand-to-mouth activity may be calculated as shown in Box 11.

Box 11. Ingestion exposure of toddlers due to  
hand-to-mouth activity

Predicted dose  = Amt x CS x ESA x F
HM

 x F
EXS

 x EF x Abs
o
 / BW x AT, where

Amt = amount of product per unit area, adjusted for dislodgeable 
proportion – starting from 1% of space spray concentration in 
air or from amount of formulation sprayed onto surfaces and 
applying dislodgeable fraction

CS = concentration of the active ingredient in the spray mg/ml, 
chemical specific data

ESA = exposed skin area of toddlers (hands) 0.023 m2

F
HM

 = fraction of hand area mouthed; default 0.164 

F
EXS

 = fraction extracted in saliva, default 0.57

EF = exposure frequency, default assumption 365 days/year$

Abs
o
 = oral absorption (default, 100%)

BW = body weight (kg), toddler

AT = averaging time, 365 days$

This box assesses oral exposure of toddlers following contact with surfaces, either following 
space spray application in the room or following direct treatment of the surface.
$ See note regarding TWA and daily exposures in Box 8
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Total exposure from all routes (spray products)

Different routes of exposure are calculated for all age groups. For toddlers, there is additional 
hand-to-mouth exposure following dermal exposure (possibly also infants if significant for 
toddlers); this is also possible but less significant for adults and older children. Exposure will 
be different for general surface spraying of soft surfaces, with toddlers modelled as the worst-
case scenario. Dermal exposure after spot application or after crack and crevice application 
would be considered negligible compared to surface spraying or space spraying.

Products which use volatile chemicals

For products which are not sprayed and do not produce aerosols, but which instead use 
volatile chemicals, inhalation exposure to volatile material must be considered. A simple first-
tier screening assessment is proposed, based on the first-tier assessment used for exposure to 
volatile material from sleeping under insecticide-treated nets (WHO, 2018a). The worst case 
of exposure (a toddler staying 24 hours/day at a saturated vapour pressure concentration) 
to volatile material can be estimated (HEEG, 2013b) as:

systemic dose = 0.328 × MM × VP, where

MM = molecular mass of the chemical, and

VP = vapour pressure at 25 °C (Pa).

In cases where the estimated maximal exposure is less than 10% of the TSD, then there 
is no need to consider inhalation exposure to volatile material further. If this first-tier exposure 
estimate exceeds 10% of the TSD, then a higher tier assessment should be conducted.

A higher tier assessment for mosquito coils is described below, and a similar 
modelling approach can be used for other vapour-producing products.

Exposure to mosquito coils, inhalation

Mosquito coils are usually described as being intended for use in partly-outdoor situations, 
typically on balconies, covered porches, verandas, etc. There is also evidence of common 
use indoors (Liu et al., 2003). Furthermore, use in balconies, porches and verandas that are 
enclosed to a significant extent will be similar to the indoor situation as far as this exposure 
model is concerned (where some ventilation is assumed rather than fully enclosed spaces 
with limited ventilation). Modelling of inhalation exposure from mosquito coils will therefore 
be based on the indoor scenario.

The ConsExpo “exposure to vapour” model can be used to estimate exposure via inhalation 
(www.consexpo.nl), assuming constant rate as the mode of release. The parameters needed 
for the model include the amount of product used simultaneously (number of coils x weight 
of coil), the weight fraction of active ingredient in the coil and the expected duration of use 
(how long the coil will last after being lit).

Default values can be used for room volume, ventilation rate and inhalation rate for 
different age groups. The use of resting inhalation rates rather than moderate workload 
rates (Table 3) may be more realistic for this scenario. For a default room volume, WHO 
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risk assessment models have generally used a volume of 40 m3. A default ventilation rate of 
2.5 times per hour is suggested, derived from data for a bedroom ventilated by a window 
(ConsExpo General Fact Sheet, te Biesebeek et al., 2014).

As an example, a mosquito coil product has been described that contained 3 grams of 
a.i. per kg of product, with each coil weighing 14 grams. The instructions indicated that 3–4 
coils may be used simultaneously and that coils were expected to last 5–6 hours after being 
lit. To use this exposure model the equivalent details must be obtained for the product being 
assessed.

It has been noted that other substances in mosquito coils have been suggested to pose 
health risks due to fine and ultrafine particle emissions during burning the coils, and emissions 
of PAHs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), aldehydes (such as formaldehyde, which is 
classified as carcinogen), ketones and many volatile substances (Liu et al., 2003). A subchronic 
inhalation study by Pauluhn & Mohr (2006) suggests, however, that the emissions consist 
of general wood burning substances, with most critical mode of action related to acute and 
readily perceivable sensory irritation. 

It is assumed that inhalation exposure to the a.i. is the only relevant route of exposure 
for mosquito coil products.

Apart from coils, other vapour-producing vector control products are available, and 
exposure can be modelled in a similar way.

Exposure to solid products, inhalation and dermal

Dusting powders are used to control ants, wasps, flees, dust mites and crawling insects. 
Dusting powders can be divided into different categories. This generic model for household 
insecticides relevant to public health covers powders that are scattered indoors or outdoors 
within close vicinity of the house to control crawling insects in cracks and crevices, such as 
cockroaches. Exposure to dust powders is considered here as representing the worst case of 
exposure. Other solid products, e.g. chalks, are also available.

The active substances in dusting powders all have an extremely low vapour pressure and 
are therefore not very volatile. The inhalation exposure due to evaporation/volatilization is 
therefore considered to be negligible. All products are fine powders. The parameter which has 
the most influence regarding the dispersion of particles, and therefore the exposure, is the 
particle size of the powder. In addition to the amount dusted and the duration, the sprinkling 
height is also of importance. The force of the wind should also be taken into account when 
outdoors. Extremely fine particles can disperse with the slightest wind, and will not immediately 
reach the ground. It is expected that significant exposure will occur from indoor application, 
hence that is the situation modelled here.

Exposure is assessed for adults applying the dust products. As insecticides intended to be 
applied into cracks and crevices are not spread all over the floor or other surfaces in the house 
treated, it is assumed that the potential for secondary exposure by non-applicators and by 
children, toddlers and infants is limited. Since these products tend to be used in areas which 
are accessed by insects rather than humans, e.g. the join between wall and floor, behind 
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furniture, etc., it is not considered necessary to assess exposure of toddlers from crawling in 
the treated area or from hand-to-mouth contact unless the instructions for use of the product 
indicate a significant potential for exposure of toddlers in this way.

The model is derived from a simulated volunteer study for consumer exposure to non-
agricultural pesticide products (EC, DG Environment, 2007), where a hand-held flexible duster 
was used. Crack and crevice treatment in a kitchen (skirting, shelves, horizontal laminate 
floors) using a fine powder (45% of particles less than 75 μm) caused dermal exposure (75th 
percentile) for hands and forearms of 2.73 mg/min, and for legs, feet and face of 2.74 mg/
min. Using these data, the default value for contact rate is set at 5.47 mg/min. These values 
represent weight of dust rather than weight of a.i. in dust.

Dermal exposure during application may be calculated as shown in Box 12.

Box 12. Dermal exposure during application (scattering)  
of dust product

SysD
TWA

 = C
product

 × Rate × ED × Abs
D
 × EF / BW × AT

SysD
MAX

 = C
product

 × Rate × ED × Abs
D
 / BW, where

SysD
TWA

 = predicted systemic exposure (TWA) via skin from application

SysD
MAX

 = predicted maximal daily systemic dose via skin from application

C
product

 = concentration of the active ingredient, product-specific data 

Rate = default contact rate on skin, 5.47 mg/min (default from volunteer 
study)

ED = exposure time, default (Bremmer et al., 2006), 5 min

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

EF = exposure frequency, treatment once per week, i.e. 52 days

BW = body weight (kg), adult

AT = averaging time (365 days)

Indicative inhalation exposure derived from the same volunteer study as above was 2.47 
mg/m3. This scenario is considered worst case. For smaller-scale application using only a spoon/
scoop or similar to spread the baits, it is assumed that inhalation exposure is negligible (ECHA, 
2015), so for products sold in only small amounts for distribution in this way, an inhalation 
assessment may not be necessary.

Inhalation exposure during application of dust baits can be calculated as shown in Box 13.
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Box 13. Inhalation exposure during application (scattering)  
of dust product

SysD
TWA

 = C
product

 × C
air

 × BV × ED × Abs
inh

 × EF / BW × AT

SysD
MAX

 = C
product

 × C
air

 × BV × ED × Abs
inh

 / BW, where

SysD
TWA 

= predicted systemic exposure (TWA) via respiratory tract from 
application

SysD
MAX

 = predicted maximal daily systemic dose via respiratory tract from 
application

C
product

 = concentration of the active ingredient, product-specific data

C
air

 = concentration of the product at the breathing zone, indicative value 
from a volunteer study 2.47 mg/m3

BV = respiration rate 1.25 m3/h (see Table 3)

ED = exposure time, default (Bremmer et al., 2006), 5 min

Abs
inh

 = absorption from the respiratory tract (default, 100%)

EF = exposure frequency, treatment once per week, i.e. 52 days

BW = body weight (kg), adult

AT = averaging time, 365 days

Ant and cockroach bait stations are all entirely closed boxes (made of metal or plastic) 
in which the user only should make a small hole to be able to use it. The bait stations are 
positioned in places where the ant or cockroaches walk. According to the Pest Control 
Products Fact Sheet (Bremmer et al., 2006), the vapour pressure of the generally used active 
substances is very low, and the vaporization of these substances will be so small that the 
inhalation exposure may be considered negligible. Some dermal exposure could occur when 
making the hole in the bait station. In addition, an extremely small, mainly dermal exposure 
could occur by ants or cockroaches taking the substance out of the bait station, after which 
people come into contact with it. For the time being, the exposure due to the use of ant 
and cockroach bait stations is considered to be negligible (Bremmer et al., 2006). Misuse or 
accidental situations has not been considered here. 

3.2.5 Exposure via breast milk

This exposure route may be relevant to ITC, skin-applied repellents or household insecticides.

Each of these types of vector control product could lead to exposure of nursing mothers. 
When the exposure of adults has been assessed, this exposure value can be used as the input 
into a separate model to determine exposure of infants via breast milk. The adult exposure 
value is used as the dose which the mother has received, which in turn can be used to estimate 
the dose of the breast-fed infant. Exposure can be assessed for a newborn infant (aged < 1 
month, bodyweight 4.2 kg), and also for an infant (aged ≤ 12 months) weighing 8 kg.
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Two methods are available to approximately estimate the dose of the breast-fed infant, 
depending on what data are available.

When information is available on the fraction of the mother’s dose excreted in milk, this 
can be used to estimate the dose of the breast-fed infant using the method shown in Box 14. 
When extrapolating from animal data, the IPCS default variability factor for kinetics, 100.6 = 
3.98, is applied (WHO, 1999). The time-weighted average (TWA) for the infant is calculated 
from the TWA-exposure of the mother. Where an assessment has calculated the maximal 
exposure of the mother for a single day, the same calculation can be used and the result 
compared against the TSD for acute exposure.

When data on actual excretion in milk are not available, an upper bound of the exposure 
from mother’s milk can be roughly estimated from the physicochemical characteristics and 
kinetics of the insecticide as follows (Box 15). 

Concentration of the insecticide in breast milk is estimated from the exposure of the 
mother at steady state. Body burden = daily dose mg kg

bw
-1 × T½ (days) / ln(2) (JECFA, 2002). 

For water-soluble insecticides, the body burden is assumed to be concentrated in the water 
compartment of the body, and the concentration in breast milk equals this concentration; 
that is, the concentration in breast milk (mg/L) is 1.4 × body burden = 1.4 × daily dose mg 
kg

bw
-1 × T½ (days) / ln(2) (SolC = 2.02 in Box 15). For lipid-soluble compounds (pKow ≥ 2), 

the insecticide is concentrated in the adipose tissue, and the concentration in adipose tissue is 
(20% fat content of the body) 5 × body burden mg/kg. The average fat content of breast milk 
is assumed to be 50 g/L. Thus, the concentration in mother’s milk for a fat-soluble chemical is 
5 × mother’s daily dose × 0.05 / ln(2) = 0.361 × dose of the mother (SolC = 0.361 in Box 15).

Box 14. Exposure via breast milk estimated from fraction of  
dose excreted in milk

SysD
TWA

 = Fr
milk

 × Abs
O
 × DoseM

TWA
 × BW

M
 × UF / BW

i

SysD
MAX

 = Fr
milk

 × Abs
O
 × DoseM

MAX
 × BW

M
 × UF / BW

i
, where

SysD
TWA

 = systemic dose (TWA) of the breast-fed infant due to the excretion 
of the a.i. in mother’s milk

SysD
MAX

 = maximal daily systemic dose of the breast-fed infant due to the 
excretion of the a.i. in mother’s milk (based on maximal daily 
systemic dose of the mother)

Fr
milk

 = fraction of the dose excreted in milk in an experimental animal

Abs
O
 = oral absorption rate (default, 100%)

DoseM
TWA

 = systemic dose (TWA) estimated for the mother (mg kg
bw

-1d-1)

DoseM
MAX

 = maximal daily systemic dose estimated for the mother (mg kg
bw

-1)

BW
M
 = body weight of the mother, default 60 kg

UF = interspecies kinetic variability factor 100.6 = 3.98

BW
i
 = body weight, newborn, 4.2 kg; infant, 8 kg (Table 3)
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Box 15. Exposure via breast milk estimated from kinetic properties

SysD
TWA

 = SolC × Dose
Mbw

 × T½ × IR × Abs
O
 / BW

i
, where:

SolC = solubility constant; 2.02 for water-soluble and 0.361 for lipid-
soluble insecticides

Dose
Mbw

 = daily dose to the mother

T½ = first-order kinetics’ half-time in the body of the insecticide, days. 
Chemical-specific data to be used, as no meaningful default can be 
given

IR = ingestion rate of milk, kg/day, based on 660 mL/day (average of 
mean values for the first 12 months; 510 mL for the first month 
(USEPA, 2011); 0.68 kg/day and 0.53 kg/day respectively using a 
relative density of milk of 1.03

Abs
O
 = fraction absorbed (default is 100%)

BW
i
 = body weight, newborn, 4.2 kg; infant, 8 kg (Table 3)

The systemic dose from exposure through breast milk to the newborn can be assessed 
directly. For the infant (aged ≤ 12 months), the systemic dose through breast milk should be 
added to the infant’s dose from other sources of exposure.

3.3 Risk characterization

The aim of risk characterization is to evaluate the probability of adverse effects occurring 
under defined exposure conditions. In its simplest form, risk characterization consists of the 
comparison of estimates of TWA exposure with TSDs defined in hazard assessment in all 
relevant exposure situations: 

Ratio = Estimated TWA systematic dose
TSD

When the insecticide has significant acute toxicity (e.g. an ARfD has been set by JMPR or 
another organization), the risk is also estimated for acute exposure:

Ratio = Estimated maximum daily systematic dose
TSD

AC

When these ratios are ≤ 1, the health risk is considered to be acceptable. When either one 
is > 1, there are possible health risks, and the planned use may be unacceptable. Application of 
chemical-specific data instead of model defaults may be sought to refine the risk assessment. 
A risk–benefit analysis, in which the risks of potential toxicity are compared with potential 
health benefits (disease prevention), may be needed in some cases.

For products with high variability in their frequency of use, e.g. repellents, exposure may 
need to be assessed only on a daily basis because a time-weighted average exposure value for 
long-term use cannot be established. The need for risk characterization against a long-term 
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TSD in this situation should be determined by the nature of the toxicity of the a.i. and the 
potential for short-term or long-term health effects.

3.4 Risk–benefit considerations

When aspects of a risk assessment of a particular product are unfavourable, risk managers 
will want to consider risk–benefit aspects, such as the potential for toxicity compared with the 
potential benefits of preventing the vector-borne disease in question. The use of alternative 
products to perform the same function, alternative risk management approaches or other 
disease prevention measures should be considered (for example, see http://www.who.int/
malaria/areas/vector_control/en/).

3.5 Other considerations

For products sold to the general public, risk mitigation measures cannot usually be relied 
upon. However, it may be possible to reduce exposures through the re-design of packaging 
or applicators.

Child-resistant packaging cannot be relied on to be effective, but such packaging may 
help to prevent accidental exposure of young children.

The JMPM (JMPM, 2018) has made the general recommendation that pesticide products 
sold to the general public should be in packaging which is unbreakable, unattractive and 
inaccessible to children. The use of ready-to-use products to minimize handling, and making 
available a range of sizes of product to discourage unnecessary storage of surplus product is 
also promoted. These recommendations could be applied to the products considered in this 
document.
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4 WORKED EXAMPLE FOR THE 
GENERIC RISK ASSESSMENT 
MODEL FOR INSECTICIDE-TREATED 
CLOTHING 

Below is a summary of the generic model together with a worked example for clothing which 
has been factory-treated with a fictitious pyrethroid insecticide – PYR.

Generic risk assessment model Worked example

1. Toxicity  
Aim: To assess available toxicity data and derive acceptable exposure levels

1.1 Conduct literature search for human, 
animal and in vitro toxicity data and any 
necessary physicochemical data on the 
insecticide.

1.1 Reviews (WHO IPCS, JMPR, USEPA, 
IARC, ECHA) of PYR were consulted and a 
literature search was conducted on MEDLINE 
and TOXLINE.

1.2 Obtain relevant reviews and key original 
papers.

1.2 Comprehensive reviews available from 
stringent regulatory authorities and JMPR. 
Key human occupational and poisoning 
papers obtained.

1.3 Tabulate types of study, toxic effects 
observed, NOAELs and LOAELs.

1.3 All available relevant animal and human 
studies tabulated.

1.4 Assess whether quality of database 
is adequate for risk assessment (range of 
studies, conduct of studies, adequacy of 
dose–response data, etc.).

1.4 Studies available on all relevant types 
of toxicity, most via oral route, with some 
inhalation and dermal studies. Most 
conducted to acceptable standards with 
adequate dose–response data.

1.5 If database is adequate, identify critical 
toxic effect(s).

1.5 In humans, first toxic symptom is facial 
paraesthesia, reversible on cessation of 
exposure. Critical toxic effect in animals is 
neurotoxicity.

1.6 If the insecticide is genotoxic or 
extremely acutely toxic via dermal or 
oral routes, consider whether it is worth 
proceeding with risk assessment.

1.6 PYR is not genotoxic and has low 
acute toxicity. No concerns are raised for 
carcinogenicity or reproductive toxicity. 
Proceed with risk assessment.

1.7 If 1.6 does not apply, identify pivotal 
study/studies giving dose–response data for 
critical effect(s).

1.7 Pivotal studies were human occupational 
studies (for paraesthesia), 1-year dog dietary 
study, and 90-day rat gavage study (for 
neurotoxicity).
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Generic risk assessment model Worked example

1.8 Identify critical NOAEL(s) from pivotal 
studies for acute exposure and for longer-
term (repeat-dose) exposure.

1.8 Critical NOAELs for PYR:

– acute oral exposure human: 1.75 g/day.

– 90-day gavage, rat, and 1-year dietary, 
dog:

1 mg kg
bw

-1d-1.

1.9 Assess whether the database allows 
the setting of TSDs for short- and long-term 
exposure.

1.9 Database adequate to allow setting of 
TSDs for short- and long-term exposure. 

1.10 Where reputable bodies have set 
appropriate guideline values, use these to 
derive TSDs for ITC scenarios.

1.10 An ADI of 0–0.01 mg kg
bw

-1 was set 
by [reputable body such as JMPR – fictitious 
example].

An ARfD of 0.05 mg kg
bw

-1 was also set.

Oral absorption (Abs
oral

) = 75% (fictitious 
example)

TSD is 0.0075 mg kg
bw

-1d-1;

TSD
AC

 is 0.0375 mg kg
bw

-1.

2. Exposure assessment 

Aim: To estimate exposure via inhalation, dermal and oral routes during use and washing of ITC.

2.1 Inhalation, dermal, and oral exposure from wearing insecticide-treated clothing

(a) Inhalation

Perform a screening assessment 
based on the worst case of 
exposure (a toddler exposed 24 
hours/day at a saturated vapour 
pressure concentration).

If inhalation could be significant 
(high vapour pressure combined 
with toxicity), then a higher tier 
assessment should be performed.

PYR has vapour pressure of 3.9 x 10-6 Pa and 
molecular mass 505.2. Thus, worst case systemic 
dose is 0.328 x 505 x 3.9 x 10-6 mg kg

bw
-1 = 0.6 μg 

kg
bw

-1, which is 8% of the TSD. Thus, inhalation is 
negligible and can be ignored. Further assessment is 
not required.

(b) Dermal exposure from wearing insecticide-treated clothing

Predicted dose = Abs
D
 × Transl × ESA 

× SF × TC / BW (Box 1)

AbsD = dermal absorption; the 
default for pyrethroids, 10% is used

Transl = translodgeable fraction, 
default 6%

ESA = exposed skin areas, m2  
(Table 4)

SF = surface fraction; wash resistance 
index for PYR is 97%; thus, the SF = 
100-wash resistance index%= 3%

TC = concentration of the a.i. on 
the clothing = 156 mg/m2 (product-
specific data)

BW = body weight (Table 3)

Predicted dose from dermal contact is for adults:

0.1 x 0.06 x 1.444 x 0.03 x 156 / 60 mg kg
bw

-1d-1

= 0.68 µg kg
bw

-1d-1

For a 23.9 kg child:

0.1 x 0.06 x 0.7993 x 0.03 x 156 / 23.9 mg kg
bw

-1d-1

= 0.94 µg kg
bw

-1d-1

For a 10 kg toddler:

0.1 x 0.06 x 0.3921 x 0.03 x 156 / 10 mg kg
bw

-1d-1

= 1.10 µg kg
bw

-1d-1

For an 8 kg infant:

0.1 x 0.06 x 0.3402 x 0.03 x 156 / 8 mg kg
bw

-1d-1

= 1.19 µg kg
bw

-1d-1
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(c) Oral exposure from hand-to-mouth activity

Predicted dose = Abs
O
 × SE x Transl × 

EHA × FHM x SF × TC / BW (Box 2)

Abs
O
 = oral absorption, 75% for PYR

SE = Salivary extraction fraction, 
default 0.57

Transl = translodgeable fraction, 
default 6%

EHA = exposed hand area (one-third 
of the hand surface area, Table 3)

FHM = fraction of hand mouthed, 
default 0.164

SF = surface fraction; wash resistance 
index for PYR is 97%; thus, the SF = 
100-wash resistance index%= 3%

TC = Concentration of the a.i. on the 
clothing = 156 mg/m2

BW = Body weight (Table 3)

Predicted dose from hand-to-mouth activity is for 
adults:

0.75 x 0.57 x 0.06 x 0.0273 x 0.164 x 0.03 x 156 / 60
= 0.00897 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

For a 23.9 kg child:

0.75 x 0.57 x 0.06 x 0.0143 x 0.164 x 0.03 x 156 / 23.9
= 0.01175 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

For a 10 kg toddler:

0.75 x 0.57 x 0.06 x 0.0077 x 0.164 x 0.03 x 156 / 10
= 0.01509 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

For an 8 kg infant:

0.75 x 0.57 x 0.06 x 0.0066 x 0.164 x 0.03 x 156 / 8
= 0.01616 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

(d) Oral exposure from direct mouth contact with ITC

Predicted dose = Abs
O
 × SE × CM × 

SF × TC / BW (Box 3)

Abs
O
 = oral absorption, 75% for PYR

SE = salivary extraction fraction, 
default 0.57

CM = area of cloth mouthed, default 
0.0014 m2

SF = surface fraction; wash resistance 
index for PYR is 97%; thus, the SF = 
100-wash resistance index%= 3%

TC = concentration of the a.i. on the 
clothing = 156 mg/m2

BW = body weight of toddlers or 
infants (Table 3)

Predicted dose from direct mouth contact with ITC for 
a 10 kg toddler:

0.75 x 0.57 x 0.0014 x 0.03 x 156 / 10
= 0.2801 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

For an 8 kg infant:

0.75 x 0.57 x 0.0014 x 0.03 x 156 / 8
= 0.3501 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

(e) Total dose from wearing insecticide-treated clothing

Sum of systemic dose from 
inhalation, dermal and oral 
exposure

Systemic dose for an adult is:
0.68 + 0.00897 = 0.685 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

Systemic dose for a child is:
0.94 + 0.00175 = 0.951 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

Systemic dose for a toddler is:
1.10 + 0.01509 + 0.2801 = 1.396 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

Systemic dose for an infant is:
1.19 + 0.01616 + 0.3501 = 1.560 µg kg

bw
-1d-1
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2.2 Dermal and oral exposure from washing insecticide-treated clothing

(a) Dermal exposure from washing insecticide-treated clothing

SysD
TWA

 = NoW × Abs
D
 × VLS × SF × 

TC × SC / (VolW × BW × AT)

SysD
MAX

 = Abs
D
 × VLS × SF × TC × 

SC / (VolW × BW)

(Box 4)

NoW = number of washes per year, 
default 130 washes / 5 years

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption; the 

default for pyrethroids, 10% is used

VLS = volume of liquid on skin, 
adults 36.7 mL, child 17.6 mL

SF = surface fraction; wash resistance 
index for PYR is 97%; thus, the SF = 
100-wash resistance index%= 3%

TC = concentration of the a.i. on the 
clothing = 156 mg/m2

SC = size of the washed clothes, 
default 50 m2

VolW = volume of washing water, 
default 12000 mL

BW = Body weight of adult or child 
(Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days 
multiplied by 5 years to match 
default NoW)

The TWA systemic dose is:

For an adult

130 x 0.1 x 36.7 x 0.03 x 156 x 50 / (12000 x 60 x 
365 x 5) = 0.0850 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

For a child

130 x 0.1 x 17.6 x 0.03 x 156 x 50 / (12000 x 23.9 x 
365 x 5) = 0.1023 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

The maximal daily dose is:

For an adult

0.1 x 36.7 x 0.03 x 156 x 50 / (12000 x 60)
= 1.1928 µg kg

bw
-1

For a child

0.1 x 17.6 x 0.03 x 156 x 50 / (12000 x 23.9)
= 1.4360 µg kg

bw
-1

(b) Oral exposure from hand-to-mouth transfer during washing insecticide-treated clothing

SysD
TWA

 = NoW × Abs
O
 × VLH × SF 

× TC × FHM × SC / (VolW × BW × 
AT)

SysD
MAX

 = Abs
O
 × VLH × SF × TC × 

FHM × SC / (VolW × BW) (Box 5)

NoW = number of washes per year, 
default 130 washes / 5 years

Abs
O
 = oral absorption, 75% for PYR

VLH = volume of liquid on hands, 
adults 8.2 mL, child 4.3 mL

SF = surface fraction; wash resistance 
index for PYR is 97%; thus, the SF = 
100-wash resistance index%= 3%

TC = concentration of the a.i. on the 
clothing = 156 mg/m2

FHM = fraction of hand mouthed, 
default 0.164

The TWA systemic dose is:

For an adult

130 x 0.75 x 8.2 x 0.03 x 156 x 0.164 x 50 / (12000 x 
60 x 365 x 5) = 0.0233 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

For a child

130 x 0.75 x 4.3 x 0.03 x 156 x 0.164 x 50 / (12000 x 
23.9 x 365 x 5) = 0.0307 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

The maximal daily dose is:

For an adult

0.75 x 8.2 x 0.03 x 156 x 0.164 x 50 / (12000 x 60)

= 0.3278 µg kg
bw

-1

For a child

0.75 x 4.3 x 0.03 x 156 x 0.164 x 50 / (12000 x 23.9)

= 0.4315 µg kg
bw

-1
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SC = size of the washed clothes, 
default 50 m2

VolW = volume of washing water, 
default 12 000 mL

BW = body weight of adult or child 
(Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days 
multiplied by 5 years to match 
default NoW)

c) Total dose from washing insecticide-treated clothing

Sum of systemic dose from dermal 
and oral (hand-to-mouth) exposure

The total TWA systemic dose is:

For an adult = 0.0850 + 0.0233 = 0.1083 µg kg
bw

-1d-1

For a child = 0.1023 + 0.0307 = 0.1330 µg kg
bw

-1d-1

The maximum daily systemic dose is:

For an adult = 1.1928 + 0.3278 = 1.5205 µg kg
bw

-1

For a child = 1.4360 + 0.4315 = 1.8675 µg kg
bw

-1

2.3 Exposure via breast milk

Total dose from mother’s milk

SysD
TWA

 = Fr
milk

 × Abs
O
 × DoseM

TWA
 

× BW
M
 × UF / BW

i

SysD
MAX

 = Fr
milk

 × Abs
O
 × DoseM

MAX
 

× BW
M
 × UF / BW

i

(Box 14)

FR
milk

 = fraction in goat’s milk of 
dose to the dam = 0.5% (from 
experimental data for PYR)

Abs
O 

= oral absorption, 75% for 
PYR

DoseM
TWA

 = the TWA dose of the 
mother (wearing + washing ITC) = 
0.1083 μg kg

bw
-1d-1

DoseM
MAX

 = the maximal daily dose 
of the mother (wearing + washing 
ITC) = 1.5205 μg kg

bw
-1

BW
M
 = body weight of the mother 

60 kg

UF = 100.6 = 3.98

BW
i
 8 kg for the infant, 4.2 kg for 

the newborn

The TWA systemic dose is:

Newborn

0.005 × 0.75 × 0.1083 × 60 × 3.98 / 4.2  
= 0.0231 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

Infant

0.005 × 0.75 × 0.1083 × 60 × 3.98 / 8  
= 0.0121 µg kg

bw
-1d-1

Total maximal daily dose from mother’s milk:

Newborn

0.005 × 0.75 × 1.5205 × 60 × 3.98 / 4.2  
= 0.3242 µg kg

bw
-1

Infant

0.005 × 0.75 × 1.5205 × 60 × 3.98 / 8  
= 0.1702 µg kg

bw
-1
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3. Risk characterization

Aim: To compare each of the 
systemic dose estimates obtained in 
Section 2 for each of the scenarios: 
with the tolerable systemic dose 
(TSD) and the highest daily dose (for 
a person wearing and washing ITC) 
with the TSD

AC
.

For PYR,  

TSD = 7.5 μg kg
bw

-1d-1 and

TSD
AC

 = 37.5 μg kg
bw

-1

3.1 Wearing insecticide-treated clothing

Total systemic dose (inhalation, 
dermal, oral) is compared with the 
long-term TSD.

Total systemic dose:

adult: 0.685 μg kg
bw

-1d-1

child: 0.951 μg kg
bw

-1d-1

toddler: 1.396 μg kg
bw

-1d-1

infant: 1.560 μg kg
bw

-1d-1

Systemic doses are all well below the long-term TSD 
for adults and children of different ages (9–21% of 
the TSD), so risks can be considered acceptable.

3.2 Exposure from wearing and washing insecticide-treated clothing

The systemic dose from wearing ITC 
is added to the dose from washing 
ITC for adults and children.

Acute toxicity from washing of ITC

Daily systemic dose on the day of 
ITC washing (wearing + washing 
ITC) is compared with the TSD

AC
.

The TWA systemic dose (wearing and washing ITC) is:

For an adult

0.685 + 0.1083 = 0.7931 μg kg
bw

-1d-1  

For a child

0.951 + 0.1330 = 1.0839 μg kg
bw

-1d-1

The average daily systemic dose for an adult and child 
washing and wearing ITC is < 20% of the TSD.

The maximal daily systemic dose (wearing and 
washing ITC) is:

For an adult

0.685 + 1.5203 = 2.2053  

For a child

0.951 + 1.8675 = 2.8184  

The maximal daily systemic dose for adults and 
children is < 10% of the TSD

AC
.
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3.3 Contribution from breast milk

Exposure via breast milk is 
considered for newborns and can be 
added to the exposure of infants for 
the risk characterization.

Exposure via breast milk for newborns and infants 
represents < 1% of the relevant long-term and acute 
TSD values and hence does not significantly affect the 
risk characterization.

3.4 Conclusion of the risk characterization

If the systemic dose is below the 
relevant TSD, it can be reasonably 
assumed that the conditions for 
exposure are without appreciable 
risk to human health.

Systemic doses are well below the relevant TSD 
values.

Systemic doses from wearing and washing ITC do not 
involve unacceptable long-term or acute risks. 
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6 ANNEX: RISK ASSESSMENT  
OF SELF-TREATED ITC

In addition to factory-treated clothing being available, clothing may also be self-treated using 
a product containing insecticide. Treatment of clothing involves the following risk scenarios, 
which should be assessed:

1. treating clothing with insecticide

2. accidental ingestion of product containing undiluted insecticide.

Since these risks do not arise in the use of factory-treated clothing, a separate risk 
assessment is presented in this Annex.

6.1 Treating clothing with insecticide

6.1.1 Methods of self-treating clothing with insecticide

The typical way of treating clothing is by dipping, and this method is considered here. Spraying 
of clothing with ready-to-use aerosol products is also possible. For risk assessment using aerosol 
spray products, the risk assessment model for household insecticides should be referred to.

“Do-it-yourself” treatment kits are available for use by those who will be wearing the 
treated clothes. The insecticide may be supplied in liquid, powder or tablet form to be dissolved 
or dispersed in water. The clothes are dipped in the resulting insecticide solution/suspension, 
then dried.

To estimate the exposure of those treating clothes with insecticide, it is important to know 
at the outset all the factors which will influence the degree of exposure to the insecticide. This 
includes the formulation of the insecticide to be used, the frequency of application and the 
design and type of packaging of the product. For liquid products, the container size and the 
neck size of the liquid container are needed, in order to determine the extent of contamination 
of hands (Table A1). 

Instructions for treatments of clothes should give clear information on the amount of 
insecticide formulation to be used for a certain amount or area of clothes, and the volume of 
water in which it should be dissolved or dispersed. If there is no direct experimental evidence 
relating to levels of exposure, assumptions must be made about the likely volumes of powder 
or liquid concentrate formulation and of dilute solutions or suspensions that will get onto 
the skin and be available for absorption, as well as the duration of contact and the degree of 
skin penetration of the insecticide. Potential for oral and inhalation exposure during dipping 
of clothes must also be considered. This information will allow estimation of the levels of 
exposure that may be expected during the different phases of treatment of ITC each time 
they are treated.
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6.1.2 Variability in contamination/exposure 

Studies on pesticide operators have shown that there may be huge variations in the extent 
of skin contamination during different parts of the work cycle. For example, when working 
with a liquid concentrate formulation before dilution, one small drop of concentrate on the 
skin may cause exposure exceeding the total resulting from all processes that involve diluted 
material (e.g. spraying, waste disposal). Moreover, workers differ significantly in the care 
they take when working, so exposure can vary by orders of magnitude between workers; the 
same will apply to people treating clothes with insecticide. Thus, for each exposure scenario, 
there will be a distribution of exposures within a population, and attention should be paid 
to the extent of variation that may be expected between individuals exposed to the same 
scenario. No use of personal protective equipment is considered in this model. For the extent 
of absorption of insecticide through the skin, see Section 3.1.3.

6.2 Exposure during self-treatment of clothing

The following factors should be considered in assessing the likely exposure scenarios during 
self-treatment of clothing, namely:

 ¤ who will do it;

 ¤ how often they do it;

 ¤ whether training/instruction is given;

 ¤ type of the insecticide formulation supplied and the design of its packaging;

 ¤ method and volume of dissolution or dispersion;

 ¤ lack of protective clothing (it is assumed that gloves are not worn);

 ¤ extent of skin contamination during dipping, hanging up to dry, and disposal of 
waste insecticide;

 ¤ extent of absorption via the skin;

 ¤ additional direct exposure via the oral route; and

 ¤ additional direct exposure via inhalation.

Who will do it. Both adults – including pregnant women – and children may be involved in 
dipping clothes. Worst-case exposure scenarios are likely to involve children: they may be 
untrained and less able than adults to follow written or pictorial instructions, and they are of 
lower body weight than adults, with a greater surface area per kg body weight, resulting in 
greater exposure on a body weight basis from exposure of the same proportion of the skin 
surface. Separate exposure estimates are therefore needed for adults and children.

How often. Estimates for the frequency with which clothes need to be retreated vary. Ideally, 
the retention characteristics of the insecticide under consideration should be known and used 
to determine the retreatment schedule. Comparisons can be made with studies of insecticide-
treated nets. Some studies on pyrethroid-treated nets at home or by a central service show 
that insecticidal activity may be lost in as little as 1–3 months when nets are washed monthly, 
or after 3 months of household use including two washes (Bhatt et al., 2005; USAID, 2002). 
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Other studies on pyrethroids show little or no decline in insecticidal activity after five washes 
or 6–7 months of domestic use (Maxwell et al., 1999; Curtis, personal communication, 2004). 
Thus, it could be assumed that home-based retreatment of clothing may take place at 3-monthly 
intervals unless specified otherwise by a manufacturer. Professional clothing treatment services 
are not included in this risk assessment model. However, the model could easily be modified 
to carry out a risk assessment for that purpose if needed.

Training or instruction. It is assumed that users will not receive any training or other guidance, 
and the risk assessment is conducted on the basis of a “realistic worst-case scenario”.

Type of the insecticide formulation supplied. The insecticide as supplied by the manufacturer 
may be in the form of liquid concentrate, powder or a solid tablet. Given the likelihood of 
operator exposure, a solid tablet is generally the safest formulation; the least safe is generally 
liquid concentrate, because splashing of concentrate onto skin deposits the active insecticide 
in a form that may be easily absorbed. Powder may pose an intermediate risk because of the 
possibility of inhalation.

Packaging. Similarly, the size and design of the packaging/container in which the formulation is 
supplied will influence the likelihood of exposure. Pouring a small amount of liquid concentrate 
from a large-volume container is likely to result in more skin contamination from splashes (and 
accidents) than if the required amount of concentrate for treatment of clothes is supplied 
in a small, treatment-sized container. Similarly, powder supplied in water-soluble, treatment-
sized sachets is likely to result in less exposure than taking a quantity of powder from a larger 
container. Thus, each type of formulation needs a different exposure scenario, which takes 
account of the type of packaging in which it is supplied. 

For liquid concentrates, Table A1 gives nominal values for the volume of hand 
contamination caused by emptying containers of liquid concentrate of different volumes. The 
values are derived from test data using containers of the appropriate design and are the 75th 
percentile value from pouring tests on each type of container (PSD, 2007). Neck aperture is 
a critical design feature and Table A1 shows that the volume of hand contamination is lower 
when wide-necked containers are used.

Table A1: Values for hand contamination from emptying containers  
of different volumes and designsa

Volume of container Neck aperture Contamination of hands 
(mL/operation)

1 litre Any 0.01

2 litres Any 0.01

5 litres Narrow 0.2

5 litres 45 mm or 63 mm 0.01

10 litres Narrow 0.5

10 litres 45 mm 0.1

10 litres 63 mm 0.05
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Volume of container Neck aperture Contamination of hands 
(mL/operation)

20 litres Narrow 0.5

20 litres 63 mm 0.05
a Source: PSD, 2007.

Method and volume of dilution or dispersion. The required target dose, i.e. the 
concentration of the insecticide per unit area of the freshly-treated clothes, determines the 
quantity of insecticide in the formulation supplied for dilution and the recommended dilution 
volume.

This information must be factored into the exposure scenario and should be available 
from manufacturers or from those conducting field trials; it depends on the method used to 
dilute the formulation, which will also influence the extent of possible operator contamination. 
Variables include the type of container used for dilution (bucket, shallow basin), the way in 
which the formulation is added to the water, and the method used for mixing (e.g. stirring 
with the (un)gloved hand or with a stick), all of which may influence the degree of splashing 
and the amount of liquid deposited on the skin.

6.2.1 Dermal exposure during preparation of the dipping solution, 
dipping, hanging up to dry, and disposal of waste insecticide

Preparation of dipping solutions

As a default (USEPA, 2012), exposure to the formulation from the preparation of the dipping 
solution is estimated to be 9.7 mg/kg of handled active ingredient (a.i.) for wettable powders 
(WP), 0.07 mg/kg for water dispersible granules (WG), and 0.04 mg/kg a.i. for water soluble 
bags. For liquid formulations, the extent of hand contamination may be estimated from the 
values presented in Table A1. Preparation of the dipping solution from tablets is considered 
not to cause exposure. Exposure from the preparation of the dipping solution (Box A1 or Box 
A2) should be added to the exposure calculated below in Boxes A3 and A4.

Box A1. Dermal exposure from preparation of  
the dipping solution, solid formulations

SysD
TWA

 = UE
solid

 × ML × Abs
D
 ×EF / (BW ×AT)

SysD
MAX

 = UE
solid

 × ML × Abs
D
 / BW, where

SysD
TWA

 = systemic TWA dose from the preparation of the dipping solution

SysD
MAX

 = maximal daily systemic dose from the preparation of the dipping 
solution

UE
solid

 = unit exposure for solid formulations, mg/kg active ingredient handled. 
Default 9.7 for WP, 0.07 for WG, 0.04 for water-soluble bags, 0 for 
dose tablets 

ML = amount of insecticide active ingredient (kg) mixed and loaded per day 
(50 m2 of clothes × amount a.i./area of clothes)
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Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

EF = exposure frequency (4 times/year)

BW = body weight (60 kg for an adult, 23.9 kg for a child; see Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days)

Box A2. Dermal exposure from preparation of  
the dipping solution, liquid formulations

SysD
TWA

 = UEL
liq

 × Abs
D
 ×EF / (BW ×AT)

SysD
MAX

 = UEL
liq

 × Abs
D
 / BW, where

SysD
TWA

 = systemic TWA dose from the preparation of the dipping solution

SysD
MAX

 = maximal daily systemic dose from the preparation of the dipping solution

UEL
liq

 = unit exposure for liquid formulations (see Table A1) × number of daily 
operations (default 5 operations assumed per day)

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

EF = exposure frequency (4 times/year)

BW = body weight (60 kg for an adult, 23.9 kg for a child; see Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days)

Dipping, wringing, and hanging clothes up to dry  

Deposition of dilute insecticide on the skin will occur during dipping of the clothes, wringing 
them out, and hanging them up to dry. Clothing materials (cotton, or polyester or other 
synthetic fibre) vary in their absorbency. Some dipping operations recommend that the clothes 
are turned in the container until all the liquid is absorbed, which will reduce the extent of skin 
contamination from drips when clothes are hung up to dry.

In the absence of actual measurements, default values must be used to estimate the 
extent of skin contamination during dipping and drying of the clothes. This is achieved by 
estimating the volume of solution/suspension contaminating the skin. Exposure will be assessed 
on the basis of a realistic worst-case scenario. It will be assumed that gloves are not worn, 
that the hands may be immersed in dipping solution during the process and that any detailed 
instructions provided with products to reduce exposure during dipping and drying are not 
followed, such that parts of the arms, legs and feet will be also be exposed. Exposure from 
hand-to-mouth transfer will also be assessed.

The amount deposited on the skin and absorbed systemically during dipping of clothes 
can be calculated as shown in Box A3.
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Box A3. Dermal exposure during the dipping of clothes

SysD
TWA

 = NoD × Abs
D
 × VLS × C

dip
 / (BW × AT)

SysD
MAX

 = NoDD × Abs
D
 × VLS × C

dip
 / BW, where

SysD
TWA

 = systemic TWA dose from dipping

SysD
MAX

 = maximal daily (acute) systemic dose from dipping

NoD = number of dippings per year (default 50 m2 treated, 10 m2 at a time, 4 
times a year = 20)

NoDD = number of dippings per day (default 5 times, 10 m2 per dipping session)

Abs
D
 = dermal absorption (see Section 3.1.3)

VLS = volume of dipping solution on the skin, adults 36.7 mL, children 17.6 
mL (hands, forearms, ½ of lower legs and ½ of feet covered by a liquid 
film of 0.1 mm; see Table 3)

C
dip

 = concentration of the insecticide in the dipping solution (mg/mL; from 
product label and appropriate dilution)

BW = body weight (60 kg for an adult, 23.9 kg for a child; see Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days)

6.2.2 Oral exposure (hand-to-mouth transfer)

The possibility of hand-to-mouth transfer of insecticide will be assumed in this exposure 
scenario. The amount absorbed systemically through hand-to-mouth transfer may be estimated 
as shown in Box A4.

Box A4. Oral exposure from hand-to-mouth transfer during dipping

SysD
TWA

 = NoD × Abs
O
 × VLH × FHM × C

dip 
/ (BW × AT)

SysD
MAX

 = NoDD × Abs
O
 × VLH× FHM × C

dip 
/ BW, where

SysD
TWA

 = systemic TWA dose from dipping

SysD
MAX

 = maximal daily (acute) systemic dose from dipping

NoD = number of dippings per year (default 50 m2 treated, 10 m2 at a time, 4 
times a year = 20)

NoDD = number of dippings per day (default 5 times, 10 m2 per dipping session)

Abs
O
 = oral absorption (default 100%)

VLH = volume of liquid on hands (mL) (adult 8.2 mL, child 4.3 mL, see Section 
3.2.1)

FHM = fraction of hands mouthed (default 0.164; USEPA, 2012)

C
dip

 = concentration of the insecticide in the dipping solution (mg/mL; from 
product label and appropriate dilution)

BW = body weight (60 kg for an adult, 23.9 kg for a child; see Table 3)

AT = averaging time (365 days)
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6.3 Exposure from using and washing self-treated clothing

The models shown in Section 6.2 may be used to calculate the dose received from the process 
of carrying out self-treatment of clothing with insecticide. Exposure to insecticide while wearing 
self-treated clothing and while washing self-treated clothing also needs to be calculated, and 
total exposure should be combined to address the situation of a person who treats, wears 
and washes self-treated clothing.

The same exposure models as described in the main text can be used to assess exposure 
from wearing and washing self-treated clothing, but it will be necessary to have the equivalent 
of “wash resistance index data” for self-treated clothing. These data, which will be specific to 
the product and fabric which the product is intended to be used on, should be supplied by 
the manufacturer of the product.

As described in Section 3.2.2.1, the rate of release of insecticide from fabric is very variable 
and is dependent on a number of different factors. In order for this model approach to be 
valid, data which are specific for the fabric to be treated should be provided. In the absence 
of any data which are specific to the chemical, fabric and treatment-method, a default value 
of 6% is proposed (see Section 3.2.2.1), but there will be a significant amount of uncertainty 
in the result.

6.4 Accidental swallowing of concentrated formulations and 
misuse

When dipping is done in a domestic environment, it is possible that young children may get hold 
of, and accidentally swallow, a concentrated insecticide formulation (tablets, powder, or liquid). 
Depending on the acute toxicity of the insecticide, such situations may be life-threatening.

For the exposure scenario, if the insecticide formulation is packaged in single treatment 
size, it should be assumed that the whole of a single tablet or sachet of powder is ingested. 
If a multi-dose formulation is used, it should be assumed that a mouthful (20 mL or 20 g) is 
ingested. The amount of insecticide in the formulation will be available from the manufacturer 
or indicated on the package label or accompanying instructions. Signs of toxicity may be 
expected when the estimated dose exceeds the TSD

AC
. The likelihood of serious poisoning 

may be estimated by comparing the estimated dose with information on the acute toxicity 
data of the a.i.

Intentional misuses such as disposal of dipping solutions directly into waterways may lead 
to adverse effects on the aqueous environment. Similarly, use of empty product packages to 
store food items or drinking-water may lead to high exposures and even acute intoxications. 
The variability of such practices is large and the risks involved cannot be modelled meaningfully. 
Such misuses are not covered in this risk assessment.

The FAO/WHO Joint Meeting on Pesticide Management (JMPM, 2018) has recommended 
that highly hazardous pesticides (HHPs) should not be registered for household use by non-
professional pesticide users, but that instead preference should be given to low risk products 
– see Section 3.1.5 for details.
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